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dn't mean for it to rain v./
bard yesterday afternoon. While
home at noon we just made the
passing remark the yard needed
some rain.
Don Oyerbey is planning the
dream trip of every young man
his age this summer.
lag plans to take off as soon as
slitool is out and strike out on
a world tour that will take in
several nations of the world.
Not content with guided tours.
Don and a friend will leave from
New York and sail to South-
hampton. England. then go over
to the continent. Denmark. Swe-
den. and Norway are on their
itinerary then they go south into
fiermany. France. Belguim, Lux-
burg and Holland.
- Den gees not expect too much
language difficulty since he has
• had three years of French and
his companion is a Spanish ma..
jor. Too, with English becoming
the international language, they
should make it alright.
to
They plan to travel by boat, bus,
Ad thumb.
Don's an "A” student in Euro-
pean history, so will get far more
from the trip than the average
tourist. He should see the na-
tions as they really are too, since
the two buys will be on their
own.
Don Is the son of Mr and Mrs.
George E. Overbey, Sr. of Olive
iouleyard.
By the way. Household maga-
sine, which comes into the Mur-
ray area. may be of greater in-
terest since John Mack Carter
is editor in chief. William Van
Meter of 105 North 14th Street
is the subscription taker. John
Mack should have some articles
orhis own in the magazine which





The initial open house for
Ralph H. Woods Hall, Murray
State Colege's new residence for
girls will be held on Mothers'
Day. May 12 from 2 to 5 p.m.
The Woods Hall Girls' Council
reports that all persons interested
in seeing the new dormitory are
urged to attend.
State administrative officials,
1. ea legislators. the college Board
of Regents and past regents, the
building architect, the general
contractor, major sub-contractors,
the college faculty, and all Mur-
ray students and their parents
have been invited for the affair.
The only formal bit in the
program will be the presentation
of a gold key to the building
to Dr. Woods, Murray State
Eresident, by the architect and
ihe contractor.
Refreshments will be served
to guests in (lie lobby by girls
on the Woods Hall Council. and
a faculty string quartet and a
student string quarter will play
'during the open house. The col-
lege administrative secretaries
will register guests, who will
be guided through the building
by girls living in the dormitory.
adembers
of the MSC Student'
Thganization will be on hand to
direct visitors and answer their
questions.
Lee Potter Smith and Associates
of Paducah Jesigned Woods Hall,
which was' constructed by O'Brien
and PadgEstt of Memphis. The
contract was let on December
5. 1955 and work was begun a
week later.




the five - day period Thursday
throurth Monday will average
near the normal of 62 degrees.
No important day-today temper-
ature changes. Precipitation will
average 1-4 inch as occasional
showers during the period.
IN OUR 78th YEAR —Mia—y7TCy. , Thursday Afternoon, May
Tennessee Clubs Making The
Season For MSC Racers
Were it not for their Tennes-
see cousins, the. Mairray State
.eliamcind men would indeed be
lowly - this season, but whets
even more ironical is, that the
Sauterndes have slapped down
two volunteer nines that were
taboo for OVC winner, Western
Kentucky.
In fact the Hilltoppers were
not able to stay in the same ball
park with David Lipscomb, a
team that Murray, beat 10-9. The
Ponies marched through Mur-
freesboro like General Bedford
Forrest, taking Middle Tennessee
with them. The Tops had to live
up a couple of Raider errors to
win 7-6.
Last Tuesday the Club went
to Clarksville and made clerks
'of Austin Peay's "Clement ad-
ministration" 13-3. This left the
Racers record at a saddening 4-9
record, but what would it be
without our Dixie neighbors.
The Breds waited until the
ninth frame to start the rout,
which was featured by a grand
slam homer by catcher Cy Brad-
ley. Wayne Browning and Herm
Reed 'also hit rount trippers for
*lite-Winners. Bill Looney hurled
six innings to receive his first
win. Reed added a triple and
single to his circuit smash to
lead both nines in hits. Bradley
collected 5 RBI's.
The Thorobreds are still with-
out the services of their 'star
second baseman Lou Snipp who
was hurt two weeks ago.
Murray State
Player AS
Browning rf  4
Mathis 2b  5
Reed If    5
Dingwerth lb  3
Railsy Se  *  3
Wells d  5
'Bradley c  5
Rehm 3b  3
Looney p  2
Miles p  2
Totals  37
Austin Posy
Player AS R H
Hawkins If  4 0 0
Campbell as  5 0 1
Brown rf  5 0 0
Morgan lb  4 1 2
Orr 3b  3 0 0
Heineman c  4 0 0
Corlew 2b  4 1 2
Monnet p  3 1 2
Doty p  0 0 0
Colley cf  4 0 2
Totals  96 3 9
Murray  100 013 017-13
A-P  020 010 000— 3
E—Campbell 2, Morgan. Hein-
eman, Colley, Mathis, Bradley.
RBI — Campbell, Corlew 2,
Browning. Mathis, Reed 3. Ding-
vserth, Bradley 5, Looney 213—
Looney. Dingwerth. 3B—Monnet,
Corley. Reed. HR — Browning,
Bradley, Reed., SB—Railey. 5--














WAY DOWN there In the water
at Tarrytown, N. Y., is wreck-
age of a plane, its pilot killed.
On the Tappan Zee bridge the
Rev. John A. Wholley, pastor
of the Rnmart Catholic Church
of Transfiguration, gives last
rites. (international)
gan. Left Murray 4, A-P 9. BB—
Looney 1, Monnet 4. Doty 2. SO
—Looney 4, Miles 1, Monnet 7.
HO Looney 5 in 8i,3 innings,
Monnet 10, in 8%. Miles 4 in
2%. Doty 1 in 0. HBP Looney
(Hawkins) Doty (Rehm) PB—




The Paducah District Associa-
tion of FHA met Saturday, April
27 at the Benton School for
their annual Spring meeting.
The Murray Training School
Chapter was well represented at
the meeting, the chapter scrap-
book, compiled by Kay Miller,
chapter historian was rated su-
perior and Gela Wilson, chapter
recreation leader was elected
to the office of district recrea-
tion leader for '57 - '58. Wilma
Boyd, a member of the Murray
Training School Chapter served
as district president for the year.
Those attending the meeting
from Murray Training were: Be-
nita Maddox, Frankie Jo Clark,
Paula Blalock, Frances Perry,
Anna .Sue Rogers, Dianne Col-
son, Meredith Farley, Phyllis
Gibbs, Georgia Speight, Bernice
Elkins, Clara Mae Hutson, Wanda
Tutt, Kay Miller, Glinda McNutt,
Betty Thomas, Janice Suiter,
Sonya Jones, Jo Wrather. Carolyn
Wood, Wanda Thomas, Sarah
Wilkerson, Gels Wilson, Wilma
Boyd, Misses Inez Haile, chapter
advisor, Julia Cole, Vojai Mere




MADISONVILLE 10 — Spray-
ing operations in mosquito-infest-
ed western Kentucky will re-
sume today when more insect-
icide arrives from Lexington.
Spraying by plane was begur)
Wednesday with 300 gallons or
DDT brought here from Calvert
City. James Goodrich, Frankfort
pilot, made two or three flights
late Wednesday with what insec-
ticide was left from the Calvert
City consignment and sprayed
additional mosquito-infested ter-
ritory in western Hopkins Coun-
ty. He sprayed the area adjacent
to the Colonial Mining Co., head-
quarters for the mosquito control
campaign.
Some 4,000 gallons of DDT
were due to arrive here today.
wer Planned
or Nesbitt Fa.milj4-.
The Sunday class of the Thom-
as Nesbitt's at the Mason's Chapel
church are sponsoring a house-
hold shower at the church Sat-
urday evening at 7:30.
The Nesbitt's home burned last
Saturday night while the family
were away from home and they
lost all their clothing and house-












Above is Miss Louise Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborne Jones of 205 South Second Street, as she
left Murray Friday, April 27th for the beauty parade
at "The World's Largest Fish Fry" at Paris:Tennessee.
Louise was sponsored by the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce_ and rode in a 1957 Dodge convertible fUrnished
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Patients Admitted  3
Patients Dismissed   0 •
New Citizens  1
Patients admitted from Monday
Noon to Wednesday 9:00 A.M.
Mrs. Edwina Schmidt and baby
boy, 311 S. 13th St., Murray.
Mr. Charles Story, Rt. 1, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Rady Puckett and baby
boy, Rt. 2. Calvert City; Mrs:
Al Blum, Rt. 6, Murray; Mr.
James Garland, S. 7th St.. Mur-
ray; Mr. Isaac Wilkinson, Rt.
5, Murray; Mrs. Jim Hart, Rt.
5, Murray; Mrs. Genora Hender-
son, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss Ramona
King, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss Claud-
ette Cook, 603 Poplar St., Mur-
ray; Master Gerald Wayne Turn-
er, 604 Vine St., Murray; Mrs.
_Clarence Eldridge, Rt. I, Almo;
Mr. One Nance, 303 S. 11th
St.. Murray; Miss Minnie Dela
Outland, Rt. 3, Murray; Mr.
Cyril Lilly, Rt. I. Golden Pond;
Mr. Wm. Arthur .Bourland, Rt.
2. Murray; Mrs. W. ..f. Brien, Jr.
and baby boy. 203 W. 9th St.,
Benton; Mrs. Mary R. Outland,
1005 Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Ed
Prince, 217 S-.--12t11- St., Murray;
Mrs. Robert Moody and baby
boy, 5011/2 S. 7th St., Murray;
Mrs. G. B. Scott, 714 _Main,
Murray; Mrs. Albert Cassity, Jr.,
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Golden
Pond.
1-11;:. To Editor
The Ledger & Times,
Murray. Kentucky.
Gentlemen:
We appreciate the many ex-
pressions of gratitude and the
wonderful hospitality extended us
by the people of your city last
Sunday.
You have our humble thanks
for the pictures and news story
on the front page and for the
friendly editorial along with a
copy of my little poem.
Each of the boys who made
the trip appreciates getting a
copy of your paper. It was very
kind of you to sent! them.
Any time we can be of service
to you, call us and when in






Meet On May 8
The Kirksey PTA will meet
on May_.8 at 1:30 o'clock for an
"E"Gluation Program."
New officers will be installed
for the coming year. Everyone
is invited to attend this last




Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
cloudy with scattered thunder-
showers today, high 78. Tonight
partly cloudy and cooler with
a few showers, low 50. Friday
partly cloudy, little, change in
temperature.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville 57. Covington 56. fa-
ducah 66, Bowling 'Green
London 57 and Hopkinsville 66.
Evansville, Ind., 54
Wild-Fire Reported
In Plant Beds Of
County Farmers
An outbreak of "wild-fire" pn
tobacco plant beds in the county
has deceived many farmers into
treating the- efts-ease as' if It Vere
Black Mold, S. V. Foy, County
Agent said today.
The symptoms are, yellow spots
which appear on the beds and
the bottom leaves turn yellow,
burning around the edges, Foy
continued.
The most effective treatment
is Streptomycin which is used
according to the directions on-
the bottle. Another prevention is
to place nitro-soda on the plants
which result in the plants out-
growing the wildfire.
r Letter To Editor
Dear Editois.
One of our poets once said:
'If with pleasure you are
viewing,
Any work a man is doing,
Let some words of true en-
______couragetnent
If you like hem, let him
know it.'
If he merits praise, bestow
it,
For he cannot read his tomb-
stone when he's dead.
We have a man iii our city
whose work we har.'e viewed
with pleasure for more than a
quarter of a century. Certainly
the services this man has rend-
ered to Murray merit our praise.
Have we let him know it: Have
we bestowed our praise upon
this unselfish public servant?
This man's term of office as
mayor will soon expire. It is
not fitting that each . and every
citizen of Murray who has been
benefited by the services George
Sall as rendered; let him know
that we appreciate him.
Let us tell him that we ap-
preciate his services as mayor.
Let us bestow the justly de-
served praise for work well
done.
Sothe one has said that grati-
tude is the memory of the heart
and that thankfulness is the
tune of the angels.
Let us mingle our voices in
this-tune of .the angels in an
expression of our gratitude to
the man whose name win live
in the memory of Murray citizens
down through the years:— ,
A great orator said at the
grave of a friend, "If every per--
son for whom he has done a
friendly deed would drop a rose-
bud on his grave, he would sleep
tonight beneath a wilderness of
flowers."
Yes, it ever'y person for WO
George Hart has done a friendly
deed Would speak one word of
gratitude, his remaining years
(and may they be many,) would
be filled with the sweetest of
memories
Let us not wait to drop a
rosebud on George's grave, Let
us say the kind word now. He
deserves'it.
• A Grateful Citizen
The University of North Da-
kota. which celebrates its 76th
birthday this year, was estab-
lished by the Dakota Territory
lu"gi it ii
r
Vol. LXXVIII No. 105
!Holmes Ellis Appears Before
Sub-Comngttee In Washington
WASHINGTON  — T w o era in tile Stemlping  nistriet
wegterrriiiCry -tobacco of?- Assn., of which he is,, president,
cials Wetinesday urged a con- said his urganizaticip is seeking
gressional subcommittee to keep to improve domestic and foreign
Virginia's dark - fired tobacco markets.
growers under the same quota
and marketing programs as
growers of that type in Kentucky
and Tehnessee.
Testifying before- the subcom-
mittee weft Kentucky state Sen.
C. W. Maloney, Madisonville,
Ky., Holmes Ellis, Murray. Ky.,
of the Western Dark-Fired To-
bacco Growers Assn., and R. A.
Hammack, Springfield, Tenn: -
The thre„e oppose a proposed
bill which would establish Type
21 grown only in Virginia—as a
separate "kind" of tobacco.
Ellis laid Types 21, 22 and 23
are "naturally competitive" and
added that legislation cannot
change the form, uses, aroma,
flavor or nicotine contest of any
type of tobacco.
"It is not necessary JrT me to
-telryoU-What-Neolltd -tta-priert tri
the livelihood of growers of
Types 22 and -23 in the event
double or triple the present pro-
duction of Type 21 was dumped
on the market in competition
with the contrriled production
of Types 22 and 23," he added.
Maloney,- who said he repre-
sented 10.000 dark tobacco grow-
Almo Juniors To
Present Comedy
The Junior Class of Alm-) High
School will present -Grandpa's
Twin Sister," a farce in three
acts. on Friday, May 3rd, at 7:30
.s,
The cast is aolitheiS: Bmkt
Roberts, Linda Burkeen. Sue
Travis, Wanda Taylor. Byrna
Hargis. Hicks Wells, Ted Lovett,





Charlie Marr has been named
as the new Chief of Police of
Murray. Ma.rr has had many
years of police work, serving -as
deputy sheriff for a number of
years. and as a city patrolman
for the past
Chambers Farm To Be Visited By Large Group SoonTest Demerits:ration farm fami-
lies in three of the seven Ten-
nessee Valley Counties of Ken-
tucky will be visited by.the Out
of Valley States Test Demonetra-
tion Tour on May 9 and 10,
accordinit.to.an announcement by
C. 0. Honduran! and C. E. Wyatt.
Area Extension Agents who have
assisted in the completion of
plans for the tour. The farm of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers,
Calloway County. and Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Sanderson, Graves
County, will be observed in the
afternoon of Thursday, May 9,
and the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Galen Hiett. Marshall County
will be visited on the mornhing
of May 10. Other observations
stops planned for the tour in-
clude the Marshall County Soil
Improvement Association, Ben-
ton, and the latge group of in-
dustrial plants in the Calvert
City area. During the Kentucky
portion of the tonr a study of
the impact of industrial employ-
ment upon rural farm families
will be featured; also how Ex-
tension Service --Program, Uni-
versity of Kentucky, is being
changed to _serve the people un-
der these changed conditions.
Test Demonstration farm fami-
lies are pioneering in making
adjustments "'to take advantage
of alternative opportunities
brought about 4 industrial de-
veloptnent in the area. The part
that farm service cooperatives
have in the over all progress
of the Valley will also be ob-
served.
The 400 mile test demonstra-
tion tour in the Tennes,see Valley
will begin at Wilson Dam. Ala-
bama on May _11,0 The touring
group will be 117imposed of 100
Extension Service. Land Grand
College and TVA people from
23 states. After visiting test
demonstration farms in Alabama,
Mississippi and Tennessee, the
group will enter Kentucky at
In December, 1941 with, $800Hazel. on U.S. 641 at 3:00 pm.
May 9. cash and a car on hand, they
The tour will end with a went to Detroit for work. They
returned the farm in March.luncheon meeting at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park at noon 1943 having saved $3500 and
on May 10 the cost of another car.
The first tractor was purchased
Principal speakers at a dinner in l94: 'also the farm was tine-
meeting at Kenlake Hotel on ed and hog production sta.Med.
Thursday night, May 9 will be Mr. Chambers rented out , his
Dr. Ernest J. Nesius, Associate tobacco in 1946 and started local
Director of the Extension Serv- carpenter work. This was the
ice. University of Kentucky. Lex- beginning of what has become With heavy fertilization, basedington, and Mr. B. W. Edmonds. a satisfactory flexible combine- on soil tests the plant food levelManager of Valley Counties of tion of farm and non-farm work in all fields'. are being broughtKentucky Cooperative, Murray. for imffroved family income. up to the practical level recom-
•
T h e following information
about the Chambers farm is to
be included in a handbook of
the entire four-states tour:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers
Farm Acreage 78—Open Acres 64
The Chambers farmed as ten-
ants until they purchased 58
acres, where they now live, in
the fall of 1931. They lived on
and operated this unit through
the depression years 1932 through
1940 with no other source of
income. Mr. Chambers worked
on construction of Kentucky
Dam from September 1940 to
August, 1941 and saved enough
to get out of debt. ,
•
Mr Chambers al, u.vorked in
a clothing factory at Mayfield
from May. 1948 to July, 1950.
Twenty more 'acres were pur-
chased in 1949. County Agent
recommendations were followed
(while neighbors laughed) in
the seeding of the first field
of fescue in' August, 1949.
The farm was accepted in the
Test Demonstration program in
the fall of 1952. Rapid progress
followed and a test demonstra-
tion day was held at the farm
in 1953.
The Chambers participated in
Farm and Home Development in
1954 and have continued to serve
as excellent Extension Service
leaders. Mr. Chambers, is serving
his third year as vice-president
of the County Farm Bureau.
The present farming operation
is combined with three..to..,..six
months of carpenter Work in
the local area.
This farm was changed from
a "regular" to a very intensive
"variable rate" Test Demonstra-
tion farm in 1955.
mended by the University
Kentucky Extension Service and
high yields hat'e resulted. Dou-
ble-treated strips as well as
actual plot work are being used
to determine if higher fertiliza-













Feed Bought $1111 $887
Fertliz. & Lime 822 356
Other 499 978
Total $2492 $2221




















Tobacco (lbs.) 1054 1841 .1757
Corn (bu.) 20 73 90
Barley ( bu.) 625 55 50















Mrs. Jessie Fay Young, 1957
Day Camp Chairman of the
Murray Girl Scout Council, .has
announced thi--1 the site for this
year's camp has been obtained
and plans are being completed
for the biggest Murray Council
Day Camp yet. Through the
generosity of Wybert Morris, a
beautiful wooded -site has been
made available. to Scout use,
about .3%.--enilee-east---ot Murray.,
a good gravel road giving com-
plete access to the spot, which
offers excelent possibilities for
carriPing- and the outdoor fun
pursuits characteristic of t h e
Scouting program. Day Camp will
run the week' of June 10.
The adult leaders and others
interested in the camping prog-
ram will have their opportunity
for on-the-spot'tfaining in the
last of the 'tamp-training ses-
sions on May 15th, leaving from
the Scout Cabin at 9:00 unless
inclement weather makes it more
practical to complete the training
in outdoor techniques at the
Cabin.
Mrs. Young added that the
Isla..,es* giving pazental permission
tae' ze.tis ante it bay camp
and at the swimming sessions
-hater at Carr Heatth Building
must be obtained from troop
leaders, signed and returned be-
fore Scouts may attend.
Girl Scouts are asked' to sug.
gest a permanent name for ths -
daY camp. A free campershiji
will go to the girl scout whs
suggests the name selected. A.
blank may be found in today's




'I4E regular meeting of the
Fa Mother's Club was held
on ay 1 at 1:30 in the lunch
room of the school.'
-The priz,e to the room having
the most mothers present went
to Mrs. Ellis' room.
Mrs. William E. Dunn presided
over the meeting with the pro-
gram being presented by Mrs.
Miller and Mrs. Dunn's rooms.
Mrs. Randall'. Patterson won
the dote: prize and Mrs. William
E. Dunn. Mrs. Elbert Alexander
and Mrs. Beauton, Fitts were
preented gifts for attending ev-
ery meeting of the school year.
Following the meeting, re-
freshments were served by Mrs.
Alexander. Mrs. Dunn and Mrs.
Jack Dodd. The meeting was
adjourned until next .September •
with Sunshine Friends chosen
for the summer months.
Phillip Mitchell
Joins Tucker Realty
Phillip D. Mitchell has joined
the office staff of tilt Tucker
Real Estate Agency. according
to Hiram Tucker. Realtor.
Mitchell is well known in
Murray and Calloway County-
having beerbeen in the grocery busi-
ness here for a number of years
and more recently in the truck-
ing bustness.
He is a member• of the First
Baptist Church and is on the
Murray City Council.
He is married to the former
Miss Euva Nell Thurman. daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Thurman.
He is employed at thr realty
agency as of May 1, and will-




The Junior Class cif Lynn
Grove High chool will present
a 3-act comedy entitled "Take
Your Medicine4 Friday night,
March 3rd.
The play ;ill begin peompt













United -Pres: Staff Correspondent,
WASHINGTON 1:14 _ The 3 R's
can still be 'taughtto the tune
of a hickory stick in three-
fourths of the nation's schools.
That is the surprise finding l
of a_nationwide survey of srh 
cipline just completed by the
National Education Association.
The survey also showed teach-
ers generally are _far lesa
nu-bed about behavior of today's
school children than some out-
siders who think juvenile de-
linquency runs rampant in the
classroom. More than 90 per
cent of the teachers covered .
rated their .students ,*:well be-
--the NiAi research division
sent • 'titiastionnaires to 10.000
teacheri: They were selected by
the 'random sample,' method to
provide a representative cross-
section of the nation's more than
orte million, public school teach-
er!. . .
De-, Jam Lambert. head of the
research division, said the re-
plies repudiated a .popular idea
that corporal punishment is a
vanishing feature of American ;
school life.
Have Personal Authority I
Nearly half the teachers said'
they, personally had authority to
administer whippings to unruly
pupils if they considered it neces-
sary. And 75 per cent said the
'prin&pal of their -school had
such 'authority.
The NEA thd not, ask right ,
out how extensively corporal
punishment is actually used. But
it learned through a roundabout
question that most teachers con-
--3pEok ins Tight?' fteel •
sary feature of running an order
classroom.
To the question. "Do you think
classroom teachers should be-al-
lowed to administer corporal
punishment to pupils in ele-
mentary-school 'grades"- 77 -per
cent of the teachers replied yes.
Two-thirds 410) held out for
spanking rights in junior high
school while 31 per cent said
whipping should be permitted
even in high school.
Taking these replies as a gauge
of teacher sentiment toward ac-
tual use of corporal punishrnen,
Lambert said:
-It is evident that boys a:..:
girls are still getting lickings
nt a great many. schools in the
Urri-.ed States.-
Blackboard Jungle -
Seeking tc find out whether
-blackboard jungle" ••coreditions
prevail in many stools. the
questionnaire asked whether
teachers had been subjected dur-
ing the •nast year to any "iie
of physical yii.ltrwe" by a
dent. .
Sixteen teacher out of every
1.000 said they personally had
experienced such an attack. An-
other 11 per cent said they
knew of a violent attack -so
ano,her teacher in their _school.
Analysis of repliel by type
of school district shewed the
highest incidence of serious mis-
behavior. including attacks on
teachers. in congested city areas
The number of teachers re-
porting their students '.•excep-
tionally well behaved" was high-
est-in suburban echaol districts
•5ehereliving conditions Nter.,
rated "above average". or "very
good."
Next to poverty and generally
, poor environment in city slum's,
teachers listed as main causes
of pupil misbehavior "irresPon-
sible parents." -broken homes"
and "inadequate parental super-
vision- due ti mothers with




TrIt LEDGER dr TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Position Of Passenaer Has pResearchers Busyrejeeta.
TheoGioggenheini Aviation Safe-. to
,iy Ceetae tr-eeVerite41---1-7niversityLittle To Do With Safety has 213 separate safety projects_ Sox Hero
By ROBERT J. STERLING
United Prods Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON IP -The build-
-4*M -41•-America':. new- tet  
ports have decided that passen-
gers are just as safe riding
frontwards as backwards.
British experts have been in-
sisting for sears that aft-facing
airline seats are safer in low-
speed crashes. The theory is
thaLoixtothe -sudden .deeeirraisrjlj.
a passenger in a rearward seat
Is pressed against the cushioned
back instead of being thrown
forward:-
The U. S. Military Air Trans-
port Service liked the idea and
equipped all of its four-engined
transports with aft-facing seats.
But American aircraft manu-
Xacturers, who have received
oi=ders for more than 200 new
e e--- sin
order sriecifies seats that 'lace
to the rear. They added that
American scientists do not agree
that - suck seating arrangements
are any safer
Oppose Reverse Seating
-We figured that because Of
all the publicity about .backward
seats: .sorne --atennet would at
least consider putting them in
their new jets," saida Douglas
Aircraft Co. official. -But they
didn't."
A, Boeing engineer who has
worked on that company's 707
jet- transport said Boeing "went
to every aviation research outfit
that had done work on the
subject and found unanimous
opposition to the idea."
,The research organizations, he
said, reported that in many acci-
dents occurring at relatively low
ORTHO
INSECTICIDES
*ROSE DUST - in hap,'
Duster Cartons and in
Sift Top Cans - controls
all Maor Rose Pests
*GARDEN FUNGICIDE
- Contains 50'; Captan.
for all Garden Pests




- contains Lio-dane, Ma.
lathion & DUD - for
all Garden Pests,
* CU'BO‘ DUST "1 00 '
with Rotonone - tor
Potato Bugs - Mexican







speeds, aft-facing seats actually
were more dangerous than con-
ventional seats. This was true
--ground-toops- or
oart-wheeling, when violent de-
celeretion threw passengers eide-
ways instead of forkvard. -
Tests .also showed that to with
stand the same amount of decel-
eration force as a front-facing
seat, a backward seat has to
be -three"- Times' • stronger -Th13:
adds weight to Fie plane. and
weight is an amplines greatest
enemy.
- Weight" A - Problem
If rearward seats are out as
a safety device, how about para-
chutes for passengers"
Aviatioh industry spokesmen
list these arguments against-pro-
viding parachutes:
-The majority of accidents
taridirrirtt
off, at altitudes too low for
use _of parachutes, or happen
with such suddenness that there
would be no time to jump.
-Equipping every passenger
with a parachute would add
enormous weight to a plane.
-Unless a plane were disinte-
grating in the air or being con-
sumed by fire at a high altitude.
it would be far safer for a pas-
senger to take his chances on
riding a rippled plane to earth.
Even expert chutists frequently
are ikured.
-Jumping out of a plane at
30.000 - 40,000 feet the altitude
at which jet airliners will oper-
ate wwld require oxygen masks
for every passenger. adding fur-
ther to a plane's wecht.
Aviatio% scientists see more
promise in other air safety re-
ta progress. They ,deal with streh•
'subjects as airpOrt lighting, ditch-
ing techniques, metal fatigue, sends Emturbulence, runway de-icing, stall
warning devices, altimeter accu-
,racy, automatic- throttle control
. for approaches.. cockpit visibility,
anti-skid brakes, snow and ice
removal chemicals for parked
planes, and even an experiment
involving utilization of a jet
engine's blast as a windshield
wiper in heavy rain.
L._ I  safety---prugress as
i been made ty such research in
the past. Such developments as
improved wing de-icers. fire ex-
otinguiahing devicess--built intO the
'engines, airborne radar to avoid
bad weather and various mal-
function warning devices that
Up off pilots to unsuspected
troubles. All have contributed to
making air travel Safer.
"Every day." said an airline
Red Bobby
,e_xeciatiaato a:modeen p4ansee odeet
• and conquer with comparative
• ease situations that a few years
ago might have resulted in an
accident."
•
LIZ TAYLOR IN FRANCE
CHERBOURG. France 11IN -
Actress Elizabeth Taylor and her
producer husband Mike Todd
arrived here aboard the Queen
Elizabeth Monday and took a
chartered plane to their vacation
villa at Nice.
NO EGGS -- --
MADISON Wis. --V- A Uni-
versity of Wisconsin applicant
wrote on his scholarship re-
quest: "I will try to be a good
egg and become an intergral part




United Press Staff Correspondent
MOSCOW IP -
"On the sun-flooded beatela,
"A young lady in blue pajamas
"Drives Inc crazy .
"With the lullabye of the blue
• • ,
"I lie on the lemon yellow
sand •
"Singing sadly and sweetly .. •
"Madame, -it-- is not -- just to
torture a man so long.
"I am waiting for you as for
a blue dream."
With such lamenting lyrics as
these, Alexander Vertinsky. patt
70 years of age. has become
the singing idol of Sot iet bobby-
hoivor
and nostalgic octogenarians.
The words, composed by Ver-.
Oins)ey himself and sung in a
Oar, voice, send his listeners into
a heartspin.
Romance On Farm '
They have little in common-
barely even love itself - with
the contemporary themes of- 9ovls-
iet public life, such as romance
on a collective farm where boy
meets tractor and girl meets
quota.
For years nearly of the popular
songs writtenln the Soviet Union
were dedicated to the practical
causes of raising production,
arousing national pride in Social-
ism and praising peace a nd
friendship among nations. Such
songs as:
"We are singing a hymn to
the glory of our friendship.
"From distant lands.
•
. "Good friends join hands with
one another.
"Across the -mountains a n d
seas."
It is little wonder that Rus-
sians of all ages greet Vertinsky's
unusual and very personal art
as a refreshing change.
After 25 year_e of_ successfully
serenading in The concert halls
and cafes of Paris, and later
Shanghai. where Russian emigres
gathered, Vertinsky asked to re-
turn to the Soviet Union, Then-
Foreign Minister Vyacheslav M.
Molotov welcomed him back and
gave him a fine piano acquired
by Soviet troops as war booty.
Soup And Fish
A tall, balding gentleman. Ver-
tinsky walks on stage impeccably
attired-- in fun dress tie and
tails, which the Russians almost
never see, even at the most elite
Kremlin balls.
When he begins to sing, his
face becomes a kaleidoscope .of
subtle expressions His hands play
up the nuances of his words,
while- 'Isis- long -legs- bend 115--the-
side in studied, dandyish poses.
His audience loves it. The old
fans gaze at him through their
opera glasses, teen-agers lean
forward in their seats, the wise
chuckle in the naughty places
and sigh when "love at last is
dying."
t Thunderous applause and
shouty of "encore" follow - but
in vain. Vertinsky does not sur-
render to the Russian custom of
singing three or four bonus songs.
It is precisely because his voice
is admittedly so poor that Ver-
Itinsky emphasizes the words,
which reminisce of unfulfilled
love amid perfumed roses and
fading leaves.
"You cannot ask too much of
a woman," he sings. "Her honesty
Is nothing but a fig leaf . I am
In love with the streaks left






United Press Staff Correspondent
NORTON AIR FORCE BASE,
Calif. ItP - Seale in a rocket-
powered missile soaring in dark-
ness so high the earth- will look
like a big moon below, tomor-
row's pilot could suffer a space
change affecting his entire per-
sonality.
Along with this he could ex-
perience a jab of,, terror _ that
could unhinge his mind.
These are possibilities scien-
tists and doctors are studying
at Norton - nerve center of
the Air Force's flying safety
program. Dr. Archie F. Zeller,
chief of 'the "human factors"
branch, and his associates, ,Ar,g
pilots and their
machines and Stresses that i.an
break them both.
• Xt‘
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tact with one's, surroundings and
it can show up in a jet pilot
as a sort of circuit breaker
in his mind wtiich causes him
to make a mistake.
For example, while a jet pilot
is landing, he may reach for
the -. landing gear handle, but
instead suddenly pull off thf
power. He acts as if an unseen
force tricked him Into it.
Pilot Feels Trapped
Whizzing along at 4,000 mph
and up, the pilot may feel trap-
ped inside his pressurized cap-
sule, surrounded only by the
nervous jerk of the needles on
his instrument panel. He fits
into the cockpit like a finger
in a tight glee, only able to
move his nead and hand to steer
his course.
"Studies have been made of
the men flying today's high
speed jets," Dr. Zeller said. "Some
find this experience exhilarating,
a great peace, but some find
it terrifying - they are filled
with anxiety."
But what could bring about
!a "space change" in the pilot
lis a phenomenon called "dis-
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THE PART Of THE WILITUY
MACHINE InAT OLEOS!
Following is a clipping- which was
taken from the regular issue of the




loins a host of ex-North-South .
T-Ej ell 'School cage stars who head .
the National indlistrial .Daaketr s.-
ball Learue All-Star squad for
the 105B-57 serinn.
The Murray State 0%m-shoot-
er monenred in all twenty of the
games for the Peoria Cats as a
rookie this year. scoring 233
noints. He: hit .3411 per cent of
his shots from --the field and
scored a .752 nee cent:tile from
'he threoaiheo••• lire, the latter
al-avs is speciality for Howie.
played opposite Crittenden in the
plaNer On the league. Rand is a
John Prudhoe and Jim Bingham
the finals Saturday night.
Rand was named most valuable
brilliant 6-9 center whe plays
for the Denver Truckers, B. H.
Born, also of North-South fare.
were team mates of Howie who
tenden easily reached the semi-
tourney in Denver and played in
1052 cake game at Murray. Terry
received honorable mention.
finals of the National AAU
Another basketball ace who
The Peoria five, led by Crit-
Howie Crittenden, Nationally Famous
•
I 1
Star of Basketball, says . . . . .
I Like the New 1957 FORD,
IT'S THE STAR of CARS"
Howie Is Pictured Above As He Received The Keys To




















































;dn't mean for it to rain so
'hard yesterday afternoon. While
home at noon we just made the
passing remark the yard needed
some rain.
Don Overbey is planning the
dream trip of every young mtrs.
hts age this summer.
lit plane to take off as giion as
salool is out and strike out on
a world tour that will take in
several nations of the world.
Not content with guided tours,
Don and a friend will leave from
New York and sail to South,-
hampton, England. then go over
re.> to the continent. Denmark, Swe-
den, and Norway are on their
Itinerary then they go south into
cl;rmany, France, Belguim, Lux-
burg and Holland.
Don does not expect WO r1141Ch
language difficulty since he has
had three years of French and
his companion is a Spanish ma-
jor. Too, with English becoming
the international language, they
should make it alright.
They plan to travel by boat, bus,
*d thumb.
Don's an ',A" student in Euro-
pean history, so will get far more
from the trip than the average
tourist. He should see the na-
tions as they really are too, since
the two boys will be on their
own.
Don is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Overbey, Sr. of Olive
imulevard.
By the way. Household maga-
zine, which comes into the Mur-
ray area, may be of greater in-
terest - since John Mack Carter
is editor in chief. William Van
Meter of 105 North 14th Street
Is the subscription taker. John
Mack should have some articles
of his own in the magazine which
s
ill be doubly interesting to




The initial open house for
Ralph H. Woods Hall, Murray
State Colege's new residence for
girls will be held on Mothers'
Day, May 12 from 2 to 5 pm.
The Woods Hall Girls' Council
reports that all persons Interested
in seeing the new dormitory are
urged to attend.
State administrative officials.
9. ea legislators. the college Board
of Regents and past regents, the
building architect, the general
contractor, major sub-contractors,
the college faculty, and all Mur-
ray students and their parents
have been invited for the affair.
The only formal bit in the
program will be the presentation
of a gold key to the building
to Dr. Woods, Murray state
gresident, by the architect and
like contractor.
Refreshments will be served
to guests in ;he lobby by girls
on the Woods Hall Council, and
a faculty string quartet and a
student string quarter will play
during the open house. The col-
lege administrative secretaries
will register guests, who will
be guided through the building
by girls living in the dormitory,
members ofthe MSC Studentrganization will be on hand t. 
directvisitors and answer their
questions.
Lee Potter Smith and9Pissoclates
of Paducah designed Woods Hall,
which was constructed be O'Brien
and Padgett of Memphis. The
contract was let on December
5. 1955 and- work was begun a
week later.




the five - day period Thursday
through Monday will average
near 'the- pormal of 62 degrees.
No important day-today temper-
ature changes. Precipitation will
average 1-4 inch as oCcasional
showers during the period.
4




Selected As A Best,All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afteiiiodn, May 2, 1957
Tennessee Clubs Making The
Season For MSC Racers
Were it not for their Tennes-
see cousins, the Murray State
mond ^men -Would "Indeed -be,
lowly this season, but whats
even more ironical is, that the
Santernites have slapped down
two volunteer nines that were
taboo for OVC winner, Western
Kentucky.
In fact the Hilltoppers were
pot able to stay in the same ball
park with David Lipscomb, a
team that Murray beat 10-9. The
Ponies marched through Mur-
freesboro like General Bedford
Forrest, taking Middle Tennessee
with them. The Tops had to live
up a couple of Raider errors to
win 7'1'6.
Last Tuesday the Club went
to _ Clarksville and made clerks
of. Austin Peay's "Clement ad-
ministration" 13-3. This left the
Racers record at a Saddening 4-9
record, but what would it be
without our Dixie neighbors.
The Breds waited until the
ninth frame to start the rout,
which was featured by a grand
slam homer by catcher Cy Brad--
ley. Wayne Browning and Herm
Reed -also hit rount trippers for
the winners. Bill Looney hurled
six innings to receive his first
win. Reed added a triple and
single to his circuit smash to
lead both nines in hits. Bradley
collected 5 RBI's.
The Thorobreds are still with-
out the services of their Star
second baseman Lou Snipp who
was hurt two weeks ago.
Murray State
Player AB
Browning rf  4
Reedt1V  5
Ma  5
Dingwerth lb 3. 
Railey ss.•  3
Wells d  5
Bradley c  5
Rehm 3b ,. 3
Looney p  2




Hawkins If  4
Campbell as  5
Brown rf  5
Morgan lb  4
Orr 3b  3
Heineman c  4
Corlew 2b  4
Monnet p  3
Doty p   0


























Murray  100 013 017-13
A-P  1i20 010 000— 3
E—Campbell 2, Morgan, Hein-
eman, Colley, Mathis, Bradley.
RBI — Campbell. Curlew 2,
Browning. Mathis, Reed 3. Ding-
werth, Bradley 5, Looney. 213—
Looney. Dingwerth. 3B—Monnet,
Corley, Reed. HR — Browning,
Bradley. Reed. SB--Railey. S---
Wells. DP—Campbell and Mor-
-
, Given Last Rites
...1411•••••••
WAY DOWN there in the water
at Tarrytown, N. Y., is wreck-
age of a plane, its pilot killed.
On the Tappan Zee bridge the
Rev. John A. Wholley, pastor
of the Raman Catholic Church
of Trananguration, gives last
rites. (hit creational)
•
gan. Left Murray 4, A-P 9. BB—
Lodhey 1, Monnet 4, Doty 2. SO
boney- 4, Stiler-1, "Monnet 7.
HO Looney 5 in 6% innings,
Monnet 10, in 8%, Miles 4 in
2%, Doty 1 in 0. HBP Looney
(Hawkins) Doty (Rehm) .PB—




The Paducah District Associa-
tion of FHA met Saturday. April
27 at the Benton Schopi•---for
their annual Spring meeting.
The Murray Training School
Chapter was well represented at
the meeting, the chapter scrap-
book, compiled by Kay Miller,
chapter historian- was rated su-
perior and Gela Wilson, chapter'
recreation leader was elected
to the office of. district recrea-
tion leader for '57 - '58. Wilma
Boyd, a member of the Murray
Training School Chapter serv
as district president for the year.
Those attending the meeting
from Murray Training were: Be-
nita Maddox, Frankie Jo Clark,
Paula .Blalock. Frances Perry,
Anna Sue Rogers, Dianne Col-
son, Meredith Farley, Phyllis
Gibbs, Georgia Speight, Bernice
Elkins, Clara Mae Hutson, Wanda
Tutt, Kay Miller, Glinda McNutt,
Betty Thomas, Janice Suiter,
Sonya Jones, Jo Wrather, Carolyn
Wood, Wanda Thomas, Sarah
Wilkerson. Gels Wilson, Wilma
Boyd, Misses Inez Haile, chapter
advisor. Julia Cole, Vojai Mere-





ing operations in mosquito-infest-
ed western Kentucky will re-
sume today when more insect-
icide arrives from Lexington.
Spraying by plane was beguo
Wednesday with 300 gallons or
DDT brought here from Calvert
City. James Goodrich, Frankfort
pilot, made two or three flights
late Wednesday with what insec-
ticide was left from the Calvert
City consignment and sprayed
additional mosquito-infested ter-
ritory in western Hopkins Coun-
ty. He sprayed the area adjacent
to the Colonial Mining Co., head-
quarters for the mosquito control
campaign.
Some 4,000 gallons of 'DDT
were due to arrive here today.
Spwer Planned
Fo-r Nesbitt Family
The Sunday class of the Thom-
as Nesbitt's at the Mason's Chapel
church are sponsoring a house-
hold shower at the church Sat-
urday evening at 7:30.
The Nesbitt's home burned last
Saturday night while the family
were away from home and they
lost all their clothing and house-




Above is Mks Louise Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborne Jones of 206 South Second Street, as she
left Murray Friday, April 27th for the beauty parade
at "The World's Largest Fish Fry" at Paris, Tennessee.
Louise was sponsored by the lliurray Chamber of Com-
merce and rode in a 1957 Dodge convertible furnished
by Taylor Motor Company.
.Make Application
Now For Food
Applications for surplus food
commodities will be taken on
Monday. May 6 in the court
house from 9:00 to 3:00 o'clock.
This is the last day applica-
tions can be made before distri-
bution day. Food will be dis-
tributed on Friday. May 10.
Hospital News I




Emergency Beds  19
Patients Admitted  3
Patients Dismissed   0
New Citizens  1
Patients admitted from Monday'
Noon to Wednesday 9:00 A.M. Kirksey PTA To
Mrs. Edwina Schmidt and baby Meet On May 8boy, 311 S. 13th St., Murras,
Letter To Editor
The Ledger & Times,
Murray. Kentucky.
Gentlemen:
We appreciate the many ex-
pressions of gratitude and the
wonderful hospitality extended us
by the people of your city last
Sunday.
You have our humble thanks
for the pictures and news story
on the front page and for the
friendly editorial along with a
copy of my little poem.
Each of the boys who made
the trip appreciates getting a
copy of your paper. It was very
kind of you to send them.
Any time we can be of service
to you, call us and when in




Mr. Charles Story, Rt. 1, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Rady Puckett and baby
boy, Rt. 2, Calvert City; Mrs.
Al Blum, Rt. 6, Murray, Mr.
James Garland. S. 7th St.. Mur-
ray; Mr. Isaac Wilkinson, .11t.
5. Murray; Mrs Jim Hart. Rt.
5, Murray; Mrs. Genera Hender-
son, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss Ramona
King, Rt. I, Hardin; Miss Claud-
ette Cook, 603 Poplar St., Mur-
ray; Master Gerald Wayne Turn-
er, 604 Vine St., Murray; Mrs.
Clarence Eldridge, Rt. I, Almo;
Mr. One Nance, 303 S. llth
St.. Murray; Miss Minnie Dela
Outland, Rt. .3, Murray; Mr.
Cyril Lilly, Rt. 1, Golden Pond;
Mr. Wm. Arthur Bourland, Rt.
2. Murray; Mrs. W. J. Brien. Jr.
and baby boy, 203 W. 9th St.,
Benton; Mrs. Mary R. Outland,
1005 Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Ed
Prince, 217 S. 12th St., Murray;
Mrs. Robert Moody and baby
boy, 501 1-4 S. 7th St., Murray;
Mrs. G. B. Scott, 714 Main,
Murray; Mrs. Albert Cassity, Jr.,
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Golden
Pond.
The Kirksey PTA will meet
on May 8 at 1:30 o'clock for an
"Evaluation Program."
- New officers will be installed
for the coming year. Everyone
is invited to attend this last




Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
cloudy with scattered thunder-
showers today, high 78. Tonight
partly cloudy and cooler with
'a few showers, low 50. Friday
partly cloudy; little. change In
temperature.
Some 5:30 am.' temperatures:
Louisville 57. Covington 56, Pa-
ducah 66, Bowling Green 64,
London 57 and Hopkinsville 66.
Evansville, Ind., 54.
Wild-Fire Reported
In Plant Beds Of
County Farmers
An outbreak of -wild-fire" on
tobacco plant beds in the county
has deceived many farmers into
reotiog the di  *La west
Black Mold, S. V. Foy, county
Agent said today.
The symptoms are, yellow spots
which appear on the beds and
the bottom leaves turn yellow,
burning around the edges, Foy
continued.
The most effective treatment
sisy.„ cisriawesasesia;estii,ept Used
according to the directions on
she bottle. Another prevention is
to place nitro-soda on the plants
which resuPt in the plants-siaut-
growing the wildfire. . •
rLetter To Editor
Dear Editor
One of our poets once said:
"If with pleasure you are
viewing.
Any work a man is doing,
Let some words of true en-
couragement be said,,
If you like him, let him
know it.
If he merits praise, bestow
it,
For he Cannot read his tomb-
stone when he's dead.
We have a man ill our city
whose work we hose viewed
with pleasure for more than a
quarter of a century. Certainly
the services this man has rend-
ered to Murray merit our praise.
Have we let him know it: Have
we bestowed our praise upon
this unselfish public servant?
This man's term of office as
mayor will soon expire. It is
not fitting that each and every
citizen of Murray who has been
benefited by the services George
hart 'has rendered; let him know"
that we appreetxtr- him.
Let us tell him that we ap-
preciate his services as mayor.
Let us bestow the justly de-
served praise for work well
done.
Some one has said that grati-
tude is the memory of the heart
and that thankfulness is the
tune of the angels.
Let us mingle our voices in
this tune of the angels in an
expression of our gratittide to
the man whose name win live
in the memory of Murray_ citizens
down through the years.
A great orator said at the
grave of a friend, "If every per-
son for whom • he has done a
friendly deed would drop a rose-
bud on his grave, he would sleep
tonight beneath a wilderness of
flowers."
Yes, if every person for who
George Hart has done a friendly
deed would speak one word of
gratitude. his remaining years
(and may they be many,) would
be filled with the sweetest of
memories .
Let us not wait to Itrfld- a
rosebud on George's grave. Let
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Holmes--Eflis-Appears Before
Sub-Committee In Washington
. WASHINGTON tr — T w o
uscalutm-..KAHmulay- 4144mreckf* •
chits' Wednesday urged a con-
gressional subcommittee to keep
Virginia's dark - fired tobacco
growers under the same quota
and marketing programs as
growers of that type in Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Testifying before the subcom-
mittee were Kentucky state Sen.
C. W. Maloney, Madisonville,
ers in the Stemming District
pres ,
said his organization is seeking




of the Western Dark-Fired To-
bacco Growers Assn., and R. A. 
Ky., Holmes Ellis. Murray. Ky
11-4amp Ready
Hammack, Springfield, Tenn.
The three oppose a proposed
bill which would establish Type
n grown only in Virginia—as a
separate "kind" of tobacco.
Ellis said Types 21. 22 and. 23
are "naturally competitive" and
added that legislation cannot'
change the . form, uses, aroma,
flavor or. nicotine' contest of any
type of tobacco. •
"It is not necessary 'Jr me to
tell you WhaT wotilahajiieii o
the livelihood of growers of
Types 22 and 23 in the event
double or triple the present pro-
duction of Type 21 was dumped
on the emarket in competition
with the contrriled production
of Types 22 and 23," he added.
Maloney. who said he repre-




The Junior Class of 'Alma High
School will present "Grandpa's
Twin Sister," a farce in three
acts on Friday. May 3rd1 at 7:30
14.4 ••.-- .
The cast is a -'s Yellows: Bette
Roberts, Linda Burkeen, Sue
Trave, Wanda Taylor. Byrna
Hargis, Hicks Wells, Ted Lovett,





Charlie Marrhas been named
as the new Chief of Police uif
The University of North Da- Murray. Marr has had many
kota, which celebrates its 75th years of police work. serving as
birthday this year, was estab- I deputy sheriff for a number of
lished by the Dakota Territory years. and as a city patrolman
legi,latt;rf, I thc pa,t N,arS.
Chambers Farm To Be Visited By Large Group SoonTest Denionstration farm fami-
lies in three of the seven Ten-
nessee Valley Counties of Ken-
tucky will be visited by the Out
of Valley States Test Demonstra-
tion Tour on May 9 and 10,
according to an announcement by
C. 0. Honduran! and C. E. Wyatt,
Area Extension Agents who have
assisted in the completion of
plans for the tour. The farm of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers,
Calloway County. and Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Sanderson, Graves
County, will be observed in the
afternoon of Thursday, May 9,
and the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Galen Hiett, Marshall County
will be visited on the mornhing
of May 10. Other observations
stops planned for the tour in-
clude the Marthall County Soil
Improvement Association, Ben-
ton, and the large group of in-
dustrial plants in the Calvert
City area. During the Kentucky
portion of the tour a study of
the impact of industrial employ-
ment upon rural farm families
will be featured; also how Ex-
tension Service Program.' Uni-
versity of Kentucky, is being
changed 4o serve the people un-
der these changed conditions.
Test Demoristratioji farm fami-
lies are pioneering in making T h e following informationadjustments to take advantage about the Chambers farm is toof alternative opportunities be included in a handbook ofbrought about Is; industrial de- the entire four-states tour:velopment in the area. The part CALLOWAY COUNTYthat farm service cooperatives Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambershave in the over all progress Farm Acreage 78—Open Acres 64of the Valley will also be ob- The Chambers farmed as ten-served, ants until they purchased 58
acres. where they now live, in
the fall of 1931. They lived on
and operated this unit through
the depression years 1932 through
1940 with no other source of
income. Ma Chambers worked
on construction of Kentucky
Dam from September 1940 to
August, 1941 and saved enough
to get out of debt.
The 400 mile test demonstra-
tion tour in the Tennessee Valley
will begin at Wilson Dam. Ala-
bama on May 6. The thurind
group will be composed of 100
Extension Service, Land Grand
College and TVA people from
23 states. After visiting test
demonstration farms in Alabama.
Mississippi and Tennessee. the
group will enter Kentucky at
Hazel, on U.S. 641 at 3:00 p.m.
May 9.
The tour will end with a
luncheon meeting at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park at noon
on May 10.-1
Principal speakers at a dinner
meeting at Kehlake Hotel on
Thursday night, May 9 will be
Dr. Ernest J. Nesius, Associate
Director of the Extension Serv-
ice. University of Kentucky, Lex-
ington, and Mr B. W. Edmonds,






In December, 1941 with $800
cash and a car on hand, they
went to Detroit for work. They
returned to the farm in March.
1943 having saved $3500 and
the cost of another car.
The first tractor was purchased
in 1943; also the farm was fenc-
ed and hi->is production started,
Mr. Chambers rented out his
tobacco in 1946 and started litscal
carpenter work. This was the
beginning of what has become
a satisfactory illegible combina-
tion of farm and non-farm work
for imprelied family income.
Mr, Chambers a:. worked in
a clothing factory at Mayfield
from May. 1948 to July, 1950.
Twenty more acres were pur-
chased in 1949. County Agent
recommendations were followed
(while neighbors laughed) in
the seeding of the first' field
of fescue in August, 1949.
The farm was accepted in the
Test Demonstration program in
the fall of 1952. Rapid progress
followed and a test demonstra-
tion day was held at the farm
in 1953.
The Chambers participated in
Farm and Home Developmen1 in
1954 and have continued to serve
as excellent Extension Service.
leaders. Mr. Chambers is serving
his 'third year as vice-preSident
of the County Farm Bureau.
The present farming operation
is combined with three to six
months of.- carpenter work in
the local area. '
This farm was changed from
a'"regular" to a very intensive
"variable rate" Test Demonstra-
tion farm in 1955.
With heavy fertilization, based
on soil tests the plant food level
In all fields are being brought
up to the practical level recom-
-‘x.aariesaurss---•••sale—
mended bs 'he University of
Kentucky Extension Service and
high yields have resulted. Dou-
ble-treated strips as well as
actual plot work are being used
to determine if higher fertiliza-.
lion rates will pay a return.
Farm Income
1954 1955
Crop Sale $518 $591





Feed Bought $1111 $887
Fertlit. & Lime 822 356
Other 499 978
Total $2492 $2221
Net Income $3789 $1947
7'f)
1956
Mrs. Jessie Fay Young, 1957
Day Camp Chairman of the
Murray Girl Scout Council. has
announced thst the site for this
year's camp has been obtained
and plans are being completed
for the biggest Murray Council
Day Camp yet, Through . the
generosity of Wybert Morris, a
beautiful wooded site has been
made available to Scout use,
--3-% -mit es—east- -of -1/44-tierays—
a good gravel road giving com-
plete access to the spot, which
offers excelent possibilities foi
camping and the outdoor fun
pursuits characteristic, of t h e
Scouting program. Day Camp will
run the week of June' 10.
The adult leaders and others
interested in the camping prog-
ram will have their opportunity
for on-the-spot training in the
last of the camp-training ses-
sions on May 15th. leaving from
the Scout Cabin at 9:00 unless
inclement weather makes it more
practical to complete the training
in sautdoor techniques at the
Cabin.
Mrs. Young added that the
Wasps giving pasentll permission
ter till arice t bay camp
and at the swimming sessions
later at Carr Health Building
must be obtained from troop
leaders, signed and returned be-
fore Scouts may attend.
Girl Scouts are asked to sug.
gest a permanent name for tilt
day camp. A free campershij
will go to the girl scout wilt
suggests the name selected. A
blank may be found in today's
















'I le regular meeting of the
Fa Mother's Club was held
on ay I at 1:30 in the lunch
room of the school.
The prize to the room having
the most, mothers- present went
to Mrs Ellis' room.
Mrs. William E. Dunn presided
over the meeting with the pro-
gram being presented by Mrs.
Miller and Mrs. Dunn's rooms.
Mrs. Randall -Patterson won
the door: prize and Mrs. William
E. Dunn, Mrs. ElberteAlexander
and Mrs. Beauton Fitts were
presented gifts for attending ev-
ery meeting of the_ school year.
Following the meeting. re-
freshments were served by Mrs.
Alexander. Mrs. Dunn and Mrs.
Jack Dodd The meeting was
adjourned until next September
with Sunshine Friends chosen
for the summer months.
Phillip Mitchell
Joins Tucker Realty
Phillip D. Mitchell has 'coined
the office staff of th cker
Real Estate Agen , according
I, Hiram Tucke ealtor.
Mitchell well known in
Murray„-and . Calloway County
hay' been in the grocery busi-
here for a number of years
and more recently in the truck-
ing business.
He is a srember of the First
Baptist Church and is on the
Murray City Council.
He is married to the former
Miss Euva Nell Thurman. daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Thurman.
He is employed at the -realty
agency as of May I. and will
work in the office.
Crop Yields
(Per Acre) 
1954 1935 1056 Lynn Grove Class
Tobacco (lbs.) 11)54 1841 U57 Will Give Play
Corn (bu.) 20 73 90
Barley ( bu.) 625 5:s 50





0 53 41- at-7:30 and the public is urged I'





The Junior' Class of .-Lynn
Grove High School will present
a 3-act comedy entitled "Take
Your Medicine" Friday night,
March 3rd.
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Consolidation Of Use Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and Toe G
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We reserve the right to reject any Adverusuig. Letters to the Editor,
a Public Voice nems wtuch in our °perinea are not for the pee:
Interest el readers. our
.•
ames Hard Way Ms' Year
By FRED DOWN when Hank Aaron singled home
United Press Sports writer 'Danny O'Connell m the 10th
The eineinnati ktedlege who . and Frank Torre and Bobby
1
FIATIONA.L REPRFsFINTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1368 determined to do it the hard Dom Drysdale scattered seven
gun games the easy way via Thomsen billowed with clinching
 Z1 homers last season, seem burners. 
.
_ago/
Monroe, Memphis Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York, ;An N. alichiggui gay thus year. hits as the Dodgers ran theirAve, Chicago, 80 Bolyston OL on winning , Bost- Off to a near - disastrous start modest  skein to three
 when they lost six straight genies straight. It was the sixth deleatMetered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for trasgem‘ssion as to the Milwaukee Braves, the Li a row for the Cuos.Second Claes Matter
SUBSCRIPTION fisletES: By Carr er In Murray, per week 20c, per
Wawa 85c. In Calumny and adios:ens countaes, per year $3.50; ease-
wriere, g5.50.
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SPORTS
PARADE 4
' -By OSCAR FRALEY
United Prom Sports Writer
NEW YOKIC idl - Boxing's
need fur a ruchtd-by-round score
board will be pointed up again
Wednesday night if the Gene
Fulimer - Ray ktobinsun middle-
weight title bout goes the full
15-round distance.
Millions ut people figure to
be watching this brawl on tele-hedleiss climbed into a ue tar Stan Musial sue"---' • •-•-• sision• Yet, unless one or thefourtn place and g Won striking Wes and 42-year old Walker tenet lowers the beiges as usual_untanee ,fg• the Nettronak League' Cooper -- hornerect- ICS read the moody can be quite certain untilleaders Wegannay night vain Carainais' 12-hit assault on four the decision is announced justan 8-6 vietury over tne Phila- Pittsburgh pitchers. Willard Sett- who copped the duke.neiphia Philtres. But It took tour Udell gained his first win while Willett makes boxing the onty.5 --...-... -- .- --11.4.ir. --and - 46 ISUIRS,--18--SERtittga Bob' kurkey suffered his first mystery story' in spurts.anu about 10 years off manager loss.
10 Years Ago This Week Battle' Tebbetts' career tu ac-composh the -job. Minnie M 1 flu so kuocked in by-round scoreboard; ro keepYan'k Rookie Homers 
I there is a iripie reason why
!boxing fleas a running round-
%ally Post finally .bruke up four runs with three-for-three the tans inrormen, to gif•e thethe longest game of the current and rookie Jim Lanais wallopeu mita who is trailing an actoenmajor ieague season when he flare °ouches to Ledo the lehu loic centire _ awl to Keep teeMrs. H. E. liolton of Marshalltown, Iowa, arrived singled home two runs in the Sox to their ninth victury in _Lessees themselves "in hie."last week for a visit  wi..th iir. and Mrs, Jjenry_liolt  .-it-,oc-- ,.---att•qii, _.‘wcae taia4 sive....--_ .... ft- pines. 'rgx,47arc Sack - FLA14.4-  • inc numuer of out. Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Miller of Lynn- Grove attended ren Hacker, filth la six Cincui- I man won his 'Aura straight fox scoring uecisions by poutically-the wedding of their daughter, Martha Jo, to -Albert nati pitchers, bas first win and the Sox aithougn Dixie Howell appointed, judges who have to.Shumaker. Jr., at Nashville, Tenn., on April 12. Othes,ihe Redlegs their second straight flAshed up. George Kell had be mstructeci in how to score
.




for Baltimore. they get e job is appall-
;.111r. and Mrs. Luck Burt. Paschall Burt, Mr. and Airs: them even at 11-1 in 1956. Rookie Tony Kubek hit his in
- 'How •;Gordon Crouch and Maxine Crouch. The Milwaukee Braves held 
first major league homer and About Referee?
' "• Construction has' begun on the Government sponsored 
their one-game lead in the N. L. added two singks as the Yankees Actually, o n 1 y the referee
when they beat the New York turned on Frank Lary. Lary should do the scoring." saysITechnical Training Building on the campus Of Morray Giants. 5-1, in 10 inings. the was knocked ou1 of the game Ruby Goldstein, who ranks as:State College and present plans call for completion by• Brooklyn Dodgers routed t h e :literally when struck on the one of the best all-time "thirdSeptember 1. 
-. ..Chicago Cubs. 7-2. and the St. : right hip by a line drive inThe latest addition te the staff of Murray State's LOUIS Cardinals pummelled the the fourth inning. Reliever Tom-first coaching school. which 'Nvill• be held. on N.ta'' 29, 30, Pittsburgh Pirates, 9-2, in the !my Byrne was credited .with the:and 31, is Don Farrot, football- coach at the University other N. L. garne.s. twin.
Vic Wertz' two-run seventh--of Missouri. Chaos Keep Winning -.. , •
;lMrs. Joseph Adir Smith Annoignee% the marriage of inning .saigie save the Inthans mees wont seem -out of line". lo the Arnerican-League. the
!her daughter, Audry Adair Smith to Raymond Dwight 
Chicago White 'Sox beat the l a cibbe wing after ' it appeared' when they cutler too far from
they were 'en route to an easy the scoring of a competent referee_:N'asseur, son• of Mr. _find Mrs. Vasseur on Friday, April 
Baltimore Orioles,' 9-3. the New
'conquest of the senators behind in the ring.25
Indians rallied to shade the 1 batters in the first six innings
'. _.. York Yankees downed the De- . _
Herb Score. Score ;fanned 12
. s, : 
troll Tigers, 7-4, the Cleveland
Washington Senators, 7-6, and I but the Senators kayoed him
•ne Kansas City Athletics scored 'in a five-run secenth that put





1608 W. MAIN ST.
— This Week's Extra Special ! ! —
SOUR PITTED CHERRIES  3 cans 47e
* Open Each Evening * Sat. 'Til 9 O'clock
ge.
To The Voters
OF THE FORTY-SECOND JUDICIAL*
DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
Several weeks ago yua were informe through
the newspapers that I would seek re-election to the
office of County Judge. Following the usual custom.
I am 'now publicly announcing my' candidacy for
the Democratic nomination to this office. I am a life
long--Democrat, and have never sought office on any
other ticket. Yet I know full well that when elected.
I must give unbiased and unprejudiced service to
all people regardless of their political or religious
affiliation. -
ha,-e been a licensed lawyer longer than any
other active attorney •irrilifT. district. I believe that
my experience -and knowledge of the law qualifier-
me for the position I now seek and which have
held for the •past three years. The position Of Cir-
cuit Judge often calls .for quick decisions as to the-
law and as to the means a r;endering justice unto
all litigents.. It is important that all persons wio ,
have business in tourts shall have a fair and impar-
tial hearing of their cause and kiln-lost equally
importani that they leave the court - room with thg'
feeling that they have been fairly dealt with by th.
ccurt. These things I have endeavored to do an.:
shall continue to do for so loneas I hold this posi-
Aion. I hate never and shall never see.k punist,
anyone for his failure to agree with me politicall:.
or otherwise.--
I want to thank all of. you for past favors and
the many, many expressions of fritndship'and good
will. and hope that .1 may continue- to merit your
loyal st pport and influence. I will be busy with thg ,
duties of the office throughout all the rernainitc;
days until the primary and will not be able to cal:
Upon you at your homes and pa c r of b nusies fis, nd
so I ask that you consider this my personal appea:















a 7-5 trium'ph over the Boston
Red Sex.
Warren Spahno  _brilliant-M-
.:- ear old southpaw, turned in
:.:s fourth consecutive win with
an eight-hitter against the Giants.
The Giants tied the score in
oie ninth on Ossie Virgil's triple
. and Ray Jablonski's single but
the Braves snapped the deadlock
"I know several cases where
the judges have signals to keep
each other informed of bow




pitched the last two innings for i ae earlobe _to- wario, -suc,U,--Thus
way they come up with about
Virgil Trucks, s8-year old right 
handhn yielded only two ' hits
in 612 innings of relief pitching
for his -third straight victory
of the year for Kansas Cits
Gus Zernial knocked in three
runs with a homer and a single
and Harry Simpson- hit a two-
run homer for the A's while
Ted Williams slugged his line





- • INIEW YORK firl - An ultra-American League -ty,‘,i- crfw-t. - house that . can be.
fettled and stashed in the trunk
W L Pct GB of an automobile was exhibited
9 2 .818 here Thursday.
8 5 .615 2 The bramehild of Architect
7 5 .583 Via Frank J...loyd Wright, the struc-
7 6 .538 3 ture - called the Alrhouse - is
7 7 ,500 3na corriposed of two giant balloons,
6 8 .429 4 L.2 sne 38 feet in diameter and
5 9 257 51/2 the other 24 feet. 'The oalloonso
4 11 .267 7 connected by a short tunnel,
can b.: inflated and held up
by a regular three-ten air con-
ditioner which also cools and
warms the interior.
The Airhouse, which is expect-
ed sell for about $2.500, is
made of "Fiberthin," a serfes
of vinyl-coated panels sewn to-
gether and said to be saimaet
unpobeible" to rip, pucture or
burn. •
The revolutionary house has
several diawbacks. Fr example,
• if the air pump th, uldNew York at Kansas City, night resiacnt would have only twu(Only games schednied). • hour:. to clear ,.out begne the
entire structure collapsed. Should
vaimals empty - the .tanct from.
the sandbag "sausages" that keep
!!rie Airniguse from Heating away,
I the tenant would come hume
to a floor full of furniture and
I not much else.
And while the house .can re-
pgatedly • resist winds "up to
mi.les an h gur," no one scums
kre-,w wiisetssifect a tornado
GB A,guld have. •
The model airhouse unveiled-
i Thursday wag-Tlurnished with
332
4.5 •
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Fight Results
By UNITED PRESS .
CHICAGO -Sugar Ray Rob-
inson 15932, New )(ark, knocked
out Gene Pultmer, 159,s, West




By JACK CUDDY ' lion dollars at New York's Yen-
United Press Sports Writer kee Stadium, probably July 16
CHICAGO (111 -Veteran Sugar or 23.
Ray Robinson, the ring's revivi-
fied superman whose devastating Robinson, who was carefully
lefthuok made him world rniadls- schooled by ex-champion J o e
weight champion fur an unpr Louis while+training for Fullinrr,em
changed the patern of his fight-
today 
fourth time. indicated
ing completety Wednesday' nighthe -W1/1 dergiid against
welter ruler Carmen ouseiu at -when compared to his January
a mid-July million-dUllar fight. strategy. And the changes-cou-
pled with his explosive left hook
_ Fresh from .his spectacular -won for him.
fifth-round knockout er Gene
Fullmer-the most glorious vic- He shuffled persistently toward
tory of his 17-year cacecr---sugar Fullmer: but refrained from lead-
Ray said, "I'll be ready to match ing at him with left jabs or
my new matador - bull style straight rights. Instead, he feint-
against Basilio any nine e ed Fullmer into leading with his
money is -right." own charging,. swarming attack.
—And.  then_lia,y •Cetiffteted-415111: I
"the 38-year-old "matador" January. Robinson made the rills-
blasted the bull-necked. bull - take of leading at Fullmer and
shouldered Fullmer to the can- letting Fullmer counter with his
vas for a knockout 'at 1:27 of the charges.
fifth round in Chicago Stadium .Fullmer, who landed more
before 1,4,753 Wednesday night, punches but less effective Ones
Fullmer. who had taken the during Wednesday night'& brief
title (rim Robinson on a un- encounter.. was leading slightly
animoes decision last January, on all three official score cards
was hit so hard that he said, by the identical score, 19-10.
"I never knew what happened ta And tat coincided with the
me until they were telling. me United Press sheet.
You can appreciate this ;when in the coener I was counted out." Ray Hit With Lien
you get it from several sources . Sugar 3-1 Underdog Gene and Ray earned purSes
that some judges actually are Sugar Ray. the 3-1 underdog of $67,480 each from-.the $158.-
carrying" each- other so that who still packed enough dyna- 643 gross gate and $100,000 TV-
mite to kayo Fullmer for the radio fee. However, -Uncle Sam
first time in his career of 44 as slapped a tax lien of $23,000
fights. is such an attraction now on Robinson's loot- • in January and was expected to
that promoter -3 Jim Norris be- Fullmer. the muscular mauler
heves a defense against rugged from West Jordan, Utah, said,
Basilio. another who never was "Naturally I'd like to - get a rub-
stopped, should draw to a mil- her match with him for the title,
New York 7 Detroit 4
Chicago 9 Baltimore 3
Cleveland 7 Washington 8








rk at Kansas City
Buster, at Dotrigit














6 7 .462 412
6 7 .462 4'2
5 7 .417 5
4 9 .308 5i2
3 9 250 7
Yesterday's Results
Broggki.)n 7 Csicago '2
:411‘.4.-aukee 5 New York 1, 10 inns
St. Louis 9iPittsburghli -
Cincinnati 8 -Plgliadugphia 6. 16
innings, night
Today's -Games
Cincihreel a'. New York
St. Louis at Brooke, n, night




City. night • 
1Cincinnatiottit New Yk, night
Chicago at Pi.ligeir;desia, rims"
, Milwaukee at Pittsburgh, ni!.
the same.- scoring and, if the
referees card enters greatly, it
makes the ref look like a bum."
It each ollicial's scoring was
shown on an electric seureboaru
at the end of each round and
left. there throughout the fight
fur all to see certainly it would
force the ulticiais to get on the
bill and either learn to du the
job or bow out.
"I have thought about this
for, a lung time," says Abe J.
-Greene former president of the
National boxing Association. "If
an electric scoreboard wn.s de-
veloped on an intelligent -basis
I think ii certainly would ,Iag
worm a try"
Affects Fighters Tglisi
„Any fighter will tell you. that
he has lust many fights in which
he was "outscoren by the of-
ficialaO.pr could have eohm on
stronger if he was certain he
was losing.
-I've had my :hare that way,"
recalls two-ton rggay Galento.
-If there 'ass a scoreboard you
could pace yourselt right at the
end or make a better finish.
Personally. I always • tried to
murder the bum I was fightih'
all the time, anyhow, but with
a scoreboard you wouldn't stand
as much chance of gettin' rob-
bed."
In a sport where it is cgimmon
knowledge that the underworld
is looking for every edge, and
making most of them, in seems
the only thing to du is strip
away all the secrecy, Bringing
the round by round voting out
into the open- might or might
not help, but it sure would add
to,. the enjoyment of the fans.
ultra-modern furniture, apellan-
ces, rugs, a lireplace and Mom
dividers, in keeping velth Wright's
concept of modern design. It
is large enough to provide a
living room, a large bedroom, a
study, a small kitchen and a
small bedroom
A spokesman for ..the tf. S
Rubber Co., which collaborated
with Wright and the Irving Chute
Co. ot Lexington in building
the house, said the structure
was not "destined to ..replace
homes of brick on wood." Sug-
gested uses invite:led construction
land military shelters,
FOR THE BEST PICKLES
SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS
$
4
ESSEN, Gerrnimy - Archie
Mature, 2061/2. Toledo, Ohio, out-
pointed Hans KalLfsil, 2121/2,
Germany, (10) -- non-title.
•
ALIAIQUEROLT, N.M. -Neal
Rivers, 160, Los Angeles, stopped
Reeky Caballero, 100, Austin,
Tex. (4).
Above, bca,gt,tul Piper Laurie
and Van JohnSon in a scene
from..-KELLY AND ME," which
is oasning_tomorrow at the
say Theatre tot a two dijg
gagement.
• 13
but • I guess we'll have to -wait
and see what happens to Robin-
suns negotiations with Basilio."
Utah Gene, at I59% pounds,
iseighed two pounds more than
be stronger at te new weight.
Robinson scaled 15912 this time,
just a half pound less than at
New . York.
Wo3er




Worth 50 FREE _
Limit one coupon to a customer
per sisit
gibe. odor vow, in any 
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This •,4por ig,ggd (or to Fre, Too
110.41. Srele_p) from arw merchant
*8i gist, TO() ‘alue MaTflpS-
ho purchase rw-egmsarT Coupon
void alter Saturday. June I. 1957.
Clip this
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,Not All Of Question Of Working Mothers
Hollywood Studied By Leaders Of Nation
Is Of Success
- By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
Moviefown Are been
wsad.
n a garage while he looked
labulous- R., ei ty -mansion;
cried, "It's that frantic fear that
and to Tita Purdom her four_ 
- When
for acting jobs. It was an excit-
ing 
was the wife of a big movie
star, this woman lived in a
Put today she looked around
her shabby, bare apartment and
I can't pay the rent."
a happy one about success,
She and Edmund Pfirdom
rived here from London to live
ars
Not every story in Hollxwood
HOLLYWOOD 4,1
• . .
story when the garage-dwel-
ler turned out to be signed by
MGM in 1953 for such. big films
as '5 he Student Prince." .
Purdom Leaves Holtywood
at After studio , and pergonal dif-
ficulties, Purdom left Hollywoodve to .-walt and . now is trying to re-build; to Robin-- his career — with a new bride.Lh Basilio." But back Ift /4,11y  his-
14 pounds, ex-wife said wearily. "Fee had
more than nothing but $1100 from him in
expected to a year. I expect nothing for
ew weight. myself, but his ,two chikiren!"
this time, After being evicted from two
ss than at lb 11
ironth three-room apartment with
apartmiaote, for not paying the
rent. l'I/a Is living in a 860-
Je her daughters. aged 2 and 4.
a , 'orma carer;
"w▪ ho has been wonderful," gave
her odd pieces of fniniture, a
stove and refrigerator.
"My American friends have
been very kind to me." smiled
Tita. "Jan Sterling gave me a
dress. Thanks to my friends,
we have food."
Her dde'tor says •Tita and both'children "definitely show signs
of malnutrition.
Gets Occasional Parts
Tart, an actress, tried a night-
club art for a uhile and works
occasionally in TV„ on the Alfred
. Hitchcock and Loretta Young
- shows.
"It .hasn't been enough to live
on." she said. "I've tried to
- get. other jobs. I've been to de-
partment stores but when they
4 hear my name I can't type,
but I've tried to find work as a
file clerk..
' "Why deicsriT Edmund work
so he can support °Or .children?
Ile would make a very good
tram driver. Now I hear ht's
leaving the-country ,aird I never
will be able to roach him legally
to force him to pay."
'fita looked at gold tntocade
5drapes on her living /limb wind-
ows, an incongruous touch in the
,modest apartment.- •
"That's all I have left from
our Beverly Hills home." she
said. "When Edmund started in
ra,n it's it was so wonderful.
The tragedy of it alt .7-is lit











United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 11.8 —Do work-
"Creating a good home and
giving children all of the love,
security and guidance they needing mothers contribute to the is a mother's first responsibility,"
financial security .of their faitil- he said. "It is a job that. usually
fres -and—the economic-health of requires all of the time and ener-
the nation? Or do they contri- gy she has.
bute to the rising rate of juvenile
delinquency and the breakdown
of the_Americao home?
These questions are causing
grave concern to religious.lead-
ers, educators, social scientists
and government officials, a Unit-
ed Press survey showed.
Two mothers out of every five
who have claildren under 10
are holAng outside t h e
home..'The numbler of working
mothers has increased nearly' 50
per cent in the past 10 years,
and now stands at a record 8,-
500,000. Of these. 2.500,000 have
children tinder six years of age.
Individual Judgment Needed
While authorities differ widely
in their, opinions 'about the over-
all impact on American life, all
agree that each working mother
must be judged as an individual.
Some women, they say, go to
work because they crave luxuries
which their husbands' paychecks
can't - provide. Others become
wage-earners by necessity. About
one-fifth _are widowed and di-
vorced.
'Some flee the hard work and
heavy --ireopunsibility of full-tine
homemaking for an easier job
in , an air-conditioned office.
Otbers are trying sincerely to
make the best use of their time
and talenfs while their children
are away at school. Some work-
ing mothers undoubtedly neglect
their children. Others are ex-
tremely conscientious parents.
Trend Seen Alarming
Recognizing this wide range of
individual differences, some au-
thorities nevertheless consider
the national trend as an alarm-
ing development.
In a reeent nationwide survey
of public school teachers by the
National Education Assn.. 80 per
cent listed "lack of parental su-
pervision due to mother work-
ing" as a cause of student be-
havior problems. One-third call-
ed it an "important" factor.
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
told the United Press "parental
neglect" is a major cause of in-
creasing juvenile crime. He said
it is likely to occur in three
types of homes—those "broken
by 'death or divorce." 'those in
which parents are "to absorbed
in their own social pursuits to
give essential guidance and af-
fection to their children." and
those in which -both parents are
w' irking"
Catholic Official Agrees
Msgr. Irving Deblanc, director
of the Family Life Bureau of the
National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference, said the increase in the
number of working mothers is
"clearly relateri" to a deteriora-
tion of moral and spiritual values
among large numbers of Amer--
,can 'youth.
"A mother should have a very
grave reason ror taking a job-
something far- more important
than buying a new car or televi-
sion set."
Mental Strain Involved
Dr. Eli Ginzberg, Columbia
University professor who direct-
ed a recent study of women in
the nation's labor force for the
t ni5iipowei council, s-at 
working mothers themselves are
exposed to 'psychological strains'
that may have a serious effect.
"They are likely to be espec-
ially uneasy about the impact of
their working on the develop-
ment of their children," he said.
The efort to perform adequately
in their dual role may cause
conscientious. Women to exceed
"their emotional and physical
limits."
A strong defense of the work-
ing mother came from Mrs. Alice
K. Leopold. director of the wom-
en's bureau of the U.S. Labor
Department who happens to be
a working mother,
Mrs. Leopold, who says she
brAight up two "non-delinquent"
sons, said it is -grossly unfair to
make employed women t K e
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',United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 814 — More
children ern_ poisoned by aspirin
than by any other substance.
The "harmless" white tablets,
a familiar fixture in every medi-
cine cabinet, send more than
100,000 toddlers to hospital emer-
gency _rooms each year.
They are responsible for more
poisonings than lye, ammonia,
roach powder, cleaning Dui*.
shoe polish and laundry bleach
combined.
These facts are well-known to
doctors. „They apparently are not
so well known to parents. who
!persist in leaving bottles of
aspirin on the shelf next to the
tooth paste, within easy reach
of small fry.
Doctors who attended the spring
meeting of the American Acade-
my of Pediatrics here this week
listed aspirin poisoning as one
of the major remaining menaces
to childhood health. Academy
leaders urged all pediatricians
and the preas to join in a cam-
paign to warn parents of the
danger,
Lock Aspirin Up
"If you have a child under
four in your home," said Dr.
Harold Jacobziner. assistant health..
commissioner of New York City,"
yin] should treat aspirin like'
a deadly poison.
"Don't put it .on the top shelf
of the medicine closet. Lock it
up"
Jacobzincr said small children
seem to have a natural penchant
for eating aspirin by the hand-
ful.
"They apparently like the taste
of ordinary aspirin tablets. which
most adults find bitter, as well
as the flavored aspirin which
are put up especially for chil-
dren." he said.
This dangerous appetite is
whetted, the doctor continued, by
parents who "foolishly tell a
child that the aspirin the doctor
has prescribed for him is
'candy.' "
"Never tell a child that any
medicine is candy:** be said,
waving his 'finger under a re-
porter's nose. "Tell them it's
medicine and the doctor said
they. should take just this much,
no More."
Aspirin in large enough quan-
tities is toxic event to adults.
But it takes very much less
to poison a child than to poison
a grown-up.
Have Poor Toleration
"Some children, especially when
I hey are ill, do not tolerate
re pirin well." JacobzIner ex-
plained. "Even a relatively small
amount can be hazardous to a
‘ecy young child. No parent
should undertake to give a child
aspirin without consulting the
doctor."
Once a child has gulped a
fistful _of aspirin, Jacobzlner said,
there are only. two thin*gs a
parent can do:
1. Make him vomit immediate'
y
2. Get him to a hospital as
quickly as possibig.—
Hospitals. by applying erner-
eney resuscitative measures., uss
ually can save the life of an























Royal Gelatin 2 il5c 
HERSHEY'S
Candy Bars, 3 Oc 
LARD MORRELL 4 lb Carton 69c










BAG USh Puppy Mix 33c
PREMIUM - 1-Lb. Box
Crackers 23c
SWIFTNING 3 lb. can 79c






















RADISHES bjNCH 5c 
LEMONS DOZEN 19c 
GRAPEFRUIT 5! 



















We Ihmervie the Right
to Limit Quantities
K. P.
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Ed::or. Phone 694-IA-4 or 7634
Buying lUill Reveal
Secret Longings -
CHICAGO? —When a woman
'picks up a little something" in
the store she is not just buying 
Thursday. May 2
The Altar Society of 'St. Leo'ssomething she needs, she is re- 
will have their regularvealing her emotions, her desires,
her social longings,meeting at seven-thirty o'clock
at the home of Mrs. Ed Fenton.This is what Dr. Ernest ass.nicht-
ex says in a _report-on olusostudy4.------- -----The Garden Department of theof shopping habits conducted fr
Murray Woman's Club will havetho Paraffined Carton Research
its Flower Show at the clubCouncil.
house from two-thirty to sevenPackage •selection aiknys' 'the"- o'clock. The public is invited.customer to express her own i • • • •
image of herself," Dr. Dichter Temple Hill Chapter No. 511said.
In interviews with consumers.
the study group learned that Miss Patricia Hall
most consumers have a natural Becomes Bride Ofdesire, to achieve higher status.
a powernit lerai effre.v—
Order of the Eastern Star will
have its ,regular meeting at the
Lodge Hall at seven o'clock.
• • • •
Friday. May 3
The United Church Women. of
Murray and Calloway County
will observe May fellowship day
with a pot luck. luncheon at the By DOC QIJIGG
College Presbyterian Church at United Press Staff Correspondent
MONACO ,111 — Her serene
Highness Princess Grace, whose
Saturday, May 4 career in the movies brought
The Woodmen Circle Juniors
Her. into 
contact with
compelling masolemepero-fwill meet at two-thirty o'clock the moat
at the W.O.W. Hall for the songlilles of our time, has found
regular May meeting and to
Ian summer aftivitiee. 
• • • •
me overpowering. • .
I might" as  well  adrni,4 ito I 
rocked her serene highnees backfluence on packaging preferences?' , Monday. May 6 on her heels ai a cocktail party
tAnd this appeal to emotional Announcement has been made The ook Moon Circle of the thrown by herself. and Prince
end psychological needs is being •.f the marriage of Miss Patricia Wiite.S-of the_finst Baptist Church Rainier in the reyal palace. How-recognized by package designers Hall. daughter- of ,11... and Mrs. wilt meet at the home eft Mrs.- ever, it was not a matter of
in :creating gontamers. Bill Hall of Ledbetter. to Gerald r Henry Warren at seven-thirty personal magnetism on my 'part.
One, consumer, when asked Jeffrey. son of Mrs. Glenn Mc o'clock. • I Rather, it had to do with a-
interviewers, "The Box is so Jeffrey of Ledbetter. .. The .Business W.4imen's Circle! “Pineess." I said, gripping myogisdlooking anti the bottfe is st:.4. •-'11128"10:011METV117 eibTefttrsr Nkas „ 4:f toe WM'S of the First Baptist ; champagne glass with tremblingswanky: you'd think it • c 0.3 to read on Saturday. April. 20, at Church Will meet at the home.' insouciance and staring straight'twenty dollars an ounce." , ; the East Corinth Baptist Church, id Miss Ruth Houston. 812 Olive, I ahead at the bridge of her beau-Extensive research said Dicht- i Coripth. Miss.. • with the Rev. a; seven-fifteen o'clock. Oitul nose, -I have beor. to the
er. has shown that- “statilet is „Richard Clements officiating. * • • . ' i perfume factory over in Grasse.
but one of six standards trim Misa.NancL.Charlotte Edwards and they let me go to the labora-. Tuesday. May 7buyers themselves have set up. and Charles Mont Cooper , were Tile kr.sie Ludwick Circle a ;ou._antlx up my own scentin fudging ,packages. ----,-- "--44.h.„-11"endeitte f`a M. and Mlie" - fhe Woman's Association of the by picking and choosing fromThe other five: convenience in ; Jeffrey. The attendants ' were Coll Presbyterian Church will all the various essences.carrying, adaptability to storage.. also married in the same cere- Asks For Reaction_ meet at the home of Mrs. L. A.security Thal le product inside, modY- Moore at 'two o'clock." "I have named it 'Oh! I haveis of quality, dependability of ' The bride will be a member ••f • • • • been getting opinions about its
fragrance' from various persons,
and I'd like your reaction. The
scent is here on the palm of my
left _hand. Please react."
'I thrust my palm two inches
from her smiling, classical face.
She sniffed, and, it must be
recorded for Monacan history
that she had the grace not to
wince. She se.ayed slightly away,
grinned and said:
--Oh! . . . Welt. ' The inflection
she put on the word "well" is
not printable. The perfume center
of Grasse, France. bills itself
as -Paradis de Is Femme." But
I got the idea that Princess Grace
was transported elsewhere than
paradise by my odor. She re-
covered nicely. Within Bre min-
utes she had regained her senses
and was sparring easily with the
chattering guests.













the manufacturer, and aesthetic the 1954 • graduating class of .
satisfaction in the visual appea. Livingston Cooney High' School. lIrs. Kenton Broachof the package. • Mr. Jeffrey graduated from the '
. -,- Murray Training School in the hostess For .1Ieet1 class of 1956 and is  now em- 
_Itamemakers Club-!ja, 'eyed as an auctioneetr.




Lillian F.114ges Burns has re-




, voile half-size cooler





Our sleeveless sheer is headed for summer stardom
... for its soft styling, pretty print and figure-flattering
lines will coptivote both you and your audience. De. -
signed by half-size specialist Mynette of light-Rs-a-wisp
pima chiffon voile that is amazingly crease-resistantand washable. And of course, being a M.ynette,
it will fit porlect4r,%4thout costly alterations.
CatsoI torors, sizes 12/2 to 221/2.
961s*1%-
jii017
Friday. April 26. at one-thirty
;clock in .theafternoon.
The devotion from toe eighth
chapter of Proverbs was given by
Mrs. Eddie Billington. The roll
call_ we& answered by giving a
favorite flower.
Mrs. Hazel Broach and Mrs.
Truman Turner gave the main
on "Upholstering A Chair.'
The lesson on landscaping was
oven by Mrs. Stanley Darnell.
Mrs. Martha Broach had charge
.f the recreational period.
The next meeting will be held
May 24 at one-thirty o'clock in
;he afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Martha Broach. All visitors
are wielcome. -




NEW YORK AR —Here are a
few quick tricks for making
hamburger an even greater fam-
ily favorite.
Serve this economy meat with
an 6nion sauce, made with is
package of onion soup mix and
1 -cup of water. Add a dab et
melted. butter and thicken with
2 tablespdo' ns of flour.
Or. fry copped onions in a lit-
tle- butter or margarine. Season
to taste with curry powder and
a few drops of lemonljuice.1.4 a special cheeseburger, mold
a slice of cheese in the middle of
he hamburger. By the time the
meat IS C, Aced the cheese has
rocked inside. Or serve hamburg-
ers with hnt cheese sauce. Melt
t'Keet-c spread 'with a small
amount of milk, and add finely
chopped chases.
THIS ONE HIT HOME
A Party For 'Newsmen
An invitation to a reception
from her seren highnesses comes
through the chamberlain, who
• has, the honor to inform- you
un an -engraved, gold-embotssed
card that you are -invited to
assist", at the shindig and that
si4u better ..-1)*-41wre-by-6- p.m.
This party was (or our group
of newsmen, who a r e being
whisked by Pan American on
a grand tou rot Europe.
At the palace entrance, you
screned by a iquad of greet-
ers who are dressed to the nines
in medals, swords, spats, and
gaudy uniforms. The chSrnpaime
was served in the Salk. des
Gardes, a room about 50 by
-30 feet. with high-vaulted ceiling
and heated by a big fireplace
at-osie end. Pictures of President
Eisenhower and Francis Cardinal
Spellman occup prominent posi-
tions on a center table.
Princess Grace. who now has
been here one year. asked about
doings in the United Stetes. and
particularly about television pro-
grams. She is immersed in care
of her three-month old. daughter.
Princess Caroline, who, she says,
is growing so fast that "she
seems changed 'every morning."
Doesn't Miss Movies
EL CENTRO, Calif. 11' -- The , The princess said she does
recently-purchased home of Mark not miss the movies and does
McClellan was condemned by not expect to go back te them.
the city building inspector's of- The prince said that echoed his
flee because it was -falling apart.- 'sentiments exactly. He talked of
MeoCellan is Imperial County' skin -diving in the Mediterranean
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YELLOW CORN NO. 303 CAN
TOPPIE SAYS
FOLLOW ME and Redeem
Your Coupon For




















GRAPEFRUIT 10 FOR 59c LEAF LETTUCE
MARSH SEEDLESS
Cut From Young Tender Pigs
rk
U. S. GOVT. GRADED
SIRLOIN 'STEAK
CUT FROM KROGER 
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• Cottons, Rayons, Blends
• Plaids, Flores, Dots
• Slim, Trim Sheaths
• Full-Sldrted Fashions
• Dress mid Jacket Styles
Specially purchased
for summer, for sayings ...
dresses galore! Choose
from many styles, many A y
fabrics and colors. The
choice is wide, but at such
a low little price, these
fashion-wise dresses are
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Preunickings for Mom ...our
boll qua of blouses,
each a flower of fashion and





































The lingerie luxury Mom dreams of
at prices that make sense
to your budget. Slips, petticoats,
gowns and shortie sleep-
sets!... all doubly delightful 'cause
they're so lacy and







An immunization inventory for
all members of every family in
the state. especially children, was
urged today by C. C. Howard.
Churgow.• as he 'announced
"Immunization Week in Ken-
tucks" to be held' next week
Under the sponsorship of the
  -Kntk 'S`ta-te Madleal Associa-
tion.
May 5 to 11 has been set atide
'boy:Goverrior A. B. Chandler for
observance of immunization week
and a period in which special
efforts shall be made to acquaint




Dr. Howard. chairman of the
medical association's Public
Health Committee which has di-
rected Kentucky's immunization
E
k each year since 1954: slat-there vas still far too many
pie who haye not taken ad-
vintage:- of the insurance against
diiihtheria: tetanus, typhoid.
unallpox. Poho and whooping
epugh which immunizations pro-
idde.
"Each .of these diseaSes except
Irr.allpox were responsibl
Unnecessary deaths of Kenttick-
kens - during the -past year", Dr.
II ,ward said. "Undoubtedly the
Illurnpulsory smallpox 'vaccination
lax .has been a factor in pre-





NO. vr•••••---10. o•-•••••••••-• • —I • - - -
-The fact is there are many
persons in our state who do not
have immunity to these killers.
All adults shOult check their
own immunization status, .espec-
ialla% welt referetice , to polio,
typhoid and tetanus. In addition
to these, it Ls important that all
children have protection against_
diphtheria and whooping cough.
-Immunization of pre - school
age children is especially im-
portant," Dr. Howard continued.
•'Since most whooping cough
deaths occur under the age of
two years , diphtheria- under .
the age of five, parents are tak- •
ing..a. serious gamble with their
child's life if they wait until
school entry before they_ Alive
him this protection.
. CornaJetes Canal Trip
PORT SAID. Egypt Alls —The
first ship flying the • American
flag to enter the Suez Canal
since the Art - I -Fre c
last •P completed its vets.--
age through the. 101-mile water-
way and headed- toward Europe
today. The 9.227-tan 'Americart
President Line cargo ship -Presi-
dent Jackson ,cleared, the canal
Wednesday night and steamed
into ithe Mediterranean for Nap-
les. Italy.
STUCK WITH STICKER
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn. .1..P —
The City Council voted to refund
$5 to the 15-year-old writer of
• "
$5 city sticker for an old car I
erg-tied to rebuild and use. I
never got the car to run. I never
took the sticker out of the en-
velope. I need the $5 very bad-
I BORN IN AUTO ACCIDENT
CHARLES WASNER and wife Emma Flo admire their ne;z 9-pound,
11-ounce s r.. t-rn rnornents after the Wasner family car col-
lided with a pica'ip truck while they were driving to the hospital
in 'Los Angeles. LuAer of the truck diet. ti.ternationali
•••••




By RON BURTON .
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD —VA— Broad-
ay - Hollywod astress Elicen
Heckart, who seldom takes a
drink. may become typed as - an
• And her Hollywood prolucers
'Lel - that one gooci eb ,w-bending
avaarentiv deserves -atiether, be-
e-tuae allea--now oat hut- • aecond.
Wm role as a boozer,.
ablas lIcricart wt.n dials... praise
and more praise fir her .ra-
• tif_a_n_alottholic in  iii •tart
Seed." Now she's_clo•as additianal
intexicating things fur the camer-
as at Pararaount in "Ht. Spell,"
a Hal Wallis fain starrin,t Shirley
Miss Heckart stiid ste. is not
without previous professional ex-
a
career. withitone successful role
aft.r-'arrottr. has included no
tower than. HI-teleplays in which
she has everdone. the bottle bit.
••I don't know why I make a
as,od drurk." she said, "but ap-
parently I d I almost wish I
could say there hati been termer-
/%44"IL'ettrallyitg. --nst4dut dur. f'tie
fairrly are teeSsatalesas”--
re7—t5'-11:: v. ho is 30. ,osigi-
nails from Columbus. Ohio, and
a wife with two small sons. can't
even make a decent drink:
is %attaintty an--
noyed with me. because he says
I can't make a good cocktail,"
she said. "Gosh, people may get
the idea that I drink, but I really
don't. A social cocktail now and
then, but that's the most.
"The Problem which may
emerge -eventually as the most
difficult of all in connection with
this concerns my boys. I hope
that some day I'll be able to- ex-
Brainy Pilots
...•
SAN-ANTONIO, Tex. — RPI —
Maj. Gen. William H. Powell
Jr.. deputy surgeon general of the
r
ir Force, has spelled out the
reasons why a young man in
perfect health and eager to fly
jet planes may be rejected for
duty in his. branch of the service.
is a case of fitting the man
to the weapon. General Powell
explained the recpairements of the
Air Force challenge at a meeting
of flight surgeons at Randolph
Air Force Base, headquaters,
school ofaviation medicine.
Flight. surrons_frorevms
maj command attended the
two-day symposium to learn how
to select the pilots for tomorrow's
high-performance jet aircraft.
They learned, first of all, that the
emphasis will be on brain power.
"Present - day cockpits, jain-
med with fighting equipment
as they are, are built to accom-
mixiate a pilot whose sitting
height is no greater than 38 in-
ches," Powell told the doctors.
-A man of this height has only
21.2 inches of clearance between
his head and the canopy, This,
seem is filled by his helmet.
Also, men over 6 ft. 4 in. tall
usually have big feet.
"As a result, their toes tend
plain to them th-i-t the•things I
do on Broadway, in motion pic-
tures and on television are just
make-believe for me:"
Miss Heckart said that a friend
did make one suggestion for cor-
recting any impression that she's
an infamous alcoholic.
"I was t6ld to join the WCIII,"
she said. "Anyhow, I'm sure that
my habits off the screen would
please the membership of that
organization."
A 'PHONEY' STORY
curroN, N. J. R.P — Magis-
trate John Celentia'ne freed 'Mi-
'chael Kopis el Passaic of a
drunk driving charge upon hear-
ing Kopis', account of an accident
here Jans.4. Kopis said that after
his car struck a bus, he entered'
a tavern.-- to telephone police,
-.found the phone busy. t o
se% eral drinks to steady his
nerees. and the'n was examined
by a physician who found evi-
dence of alcohol.
G.E.EEEEEE, WHAT A MEETING
JAMES N. ammo, 8. Lodi, N. J., who owns one Share of Gen•raI Electric, looks over the corr.rtny's*Julia] report from balcony in Albany, N. Y., during anr.ual shareholder meeting. There were 3.729persons registered for the meeting. surpaas.ng record of 3,722 set in 1956. The company has 376,-
0(.0 shareholders spread far and wide. (International Boundphoto)
ts. •
GOING UP -- 'WAY UP
1
SCOTT CROSSFIELD, 35, points fr two North American X-11s, arl4ch he hopes to fly higher
and (aster, over California, than ever attempted before. The si tr.r, ..tiletly a research aircraft, Will
carry a heavy payload of scientific land transmitting equipment-t') rcront aOttritii ilnot and plane.
•...paat 41., p meju % 1-111
aiutude. Date for the Alight bar not been ( International Sotuulphoto)
to get tangled in the wiring un-
der the plane's instrument panel."
Aircraft designers figure the
top weight of a fighter pilot at
205 pounds, in computing stresses
on seats and other parts. For every
extra pound the pilot carries,
another 10 to 15 pounds would
have to be 'built into the al-
ready-burdened plane.
The Air Force position is that
the extra tall or eats& large
flier would find his efficiOncy im-
paired by restricted vision and
lack of elbow room.
"The day has come when mus-
cle power is not the requisite in
the man who wields a modern
weapon, as the case used to be,"
Powell said. "What the -Air Force
needs nowadays is brains.
, "Two significant scientific de-
velopments during the last de-
cade have modified some of our
considerations concerning physi-
cal standards. The first of these
was, nuclear fission. The second
is-ar - /et — 
-The military application of
these two scientific principles has
made possible the highest quality
combat force ever known. There
can be no questions concerning
the intellectual caliber Of the pi-
lots who man these- machines."
MAMIE IN BED
AUGUSTA, Ga. art — Mrs.
Mamie Eisenhower spent a part
of Tuesday and all Wednesday
-resting in bed," the vacation
White House reported.
P,e,o, Secretary James C. Hag-
erty said Wednesday night that
the President's wife was "nut
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,=BRIDGE OUT!' JUST AS HE DROVE OVER IT
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$ts per word for one day, mlnlmosst af-17-11101411 for 110o - 6e per word for th rem, days_ Cismified ads are payable In advance.
FOR SALE
GIRL'S Summer Dresms size 3
Call 659-M or 'lee Mis. Rudel'
Parks, 914 Sycamore, M2C
OtHCE 2 bedroom home. Utility,
newly decoraled. Nice lot. One
. block from college. Only $5750.
-GOOD, -NEW- 4 room home-11)1-
one acre. About 4 miles out
House not completed. A bargain:
only $2500.
NICE, MODERN house on nine
acres about 2 miles out on hem.
2 GOOD FARMS about 4 miles
out in one of best farming sec-
.---434ifferverty:i.e
Real Estate Agency, Murray. Ky.
Ph. 1082. liome 151-M. 1112C
 1
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S.. 4th.,
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
phone 1091. M5C
1952 MODEL % Ton. -Chevrolet
truck, also 1951 Star Trailer with
aireetamiitleirser , -mid television.
3541: Pliene 1282-W. '' M4P
ANTIQUE FURNITURE. Walnut
drop leaf table and hutch, ma-
hogany chest, odd pieces. Higdon
Nursery, Sedalia Road, phone
1108 'Mayfield. M3P
TURKEY EGGS. $1% per crozen.
H. F. Barrow, 2 miles east of
Ky. M3P
MALL CHAINSAW, model 11.
Used only approximately 25
haulm with straight-and bow
attachments. $250. Will trade Lir
boat, outboard motor, garden
tractor or farm equipment of
equal value. See Callon Morgan
Grocery, Concord Rd. Murray.
M3P
OFOR SALE BY OWNER. Nice 2
bedroom Mime, has hardwood
floors throughout, electric heat,
il1P•c utiliiy otasm ere, garage
attached. redecorated inside and
out. Nice big h t. can be 'seen
..ore Mirth pith Streel-eir Call
1469-M atter 1:00 p.m. M3P
I' 
LOOK Home Owners! 10 Alum
windows, 1 door for $199 Instal-
led. Alum awning any' size for
da$17 up. Herne Comfort Co.. 18th
and Main St. Phone 1303. 1114C
SEWING MACHINES. Neceh
Domestic. Brether. Repair all
makes Write or call Allen's
DECUX Model electric stove, $50.
See at 405 Elm St. C
„, M4
ANTIQUE corner cupboard, white
metal cabinets, refrigerator, apt.
size gas stove, -wardrobes, kitch-
en. lib. and end tables, dressers,
desk, waeestand, rockers a n d
chairs couch, beds, springs, and
rryattresser -felth
4fed and fethhcr urllows, bird
cage and, linoleum rte. Can be
seen any day alter' one p.m at
1207 W Mrii St Ph 8-4 M• • .
NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine. -memorials for
,.ver half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. B427C
WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, are
no longer responsible for any
debts incurred by Floyd Buren
Stone from this date on. Signed
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis Stone.
M3P
--e-re-ralitErie--Tiacrei441-AT-Tsrseeens--
and venetian blinds. Call '1310.
Stroud Uphulstry Shop. M24C
SINGER SEWING Machine rep-
BABY BED with innerspring
mattrr•ss, $10. 307. N. 12th. Phone
1690. M4C
- - . 
AUCTION SALE, Sat.. May 4,
at 1 rem. ,rain or shihe at the
late B. L. Andrews 'hiime. 306
S.. 15th St., Murray., Ky. This is
the second and final sale of the
Andrews estate. V.111 sell re-
frigerator. apartment- etre el.e.-
tric stove, washing machine and
automatic dryer, television, liv-
ing and bedroom suites. china
cabinets, day bed • and one half
sire bed with spring and mat-
tress, writing desk and type-
writers. dinette suite. three large
wool rugs, rockers, straight
chairs, 'ergs mirrows, eeid tables
and odd dishes. We do not know
how much furniture Is stored in
. and around the three house
tiaiaee caviar churn. marble.
"151.okerrse and Mb old books, nice
walnut dresser and mans other
"hems. Hekter 'Andrews.- admirals-
!rotor. George and Douglas Shoe-
maker, Auctioneers.
LAND TRANSFERS
Jean 0. Pasco arid wife to
C. L. Sharboreugh and wife, lot.
I John 0. Pasco -and wife to
a II. Hopkins and mete, lot.
HELP WANTED 1
WOMAN TO BUY cream on
Wednesdays & Saturdays. Write
--Box -996, Evansvittr; Ind --BETC
TWO LADIES to press dry clean-
ing. Experience and high school
adirestien  emote-reed, Age 20-25.




. resemative• in Muray. For sales.
service an repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N: 16th Ex. Phone
2250-.1. 1124C
PUBLIC AUCTION. Nath Vaughn
farm '(known as old Ira Barber
Place) 4 miles Southwest of
Murray. 50 acre farm, house and
out buildings. This property All
be sold for cash at publie auc-
 tion Monday, May- --1.1151 at
100 p.m. at the court house door.
Geerge Hart, Auctioneer. M4P
•
FOR RENT
4 ROOM furnilled apartment.
Close in. Heat & water furnished.
Apply at 505 Maple. M2P
FURNISHED OR UNfurnished 3
rterm house 2 miles east of Mur-
ray. Low rent, phorte 2187 after
4:00. M3P
a 
3 ROOM UNICtrnished apartment,
private entran•e. Phone day 1975,
night 1656-J. Available April 15.
M4C
UNFURNISHED apartment. one
block from college. Ky. & Ryan.
$30 per month. Phone 721 far
appointment.
-7r




w inlet! hertep die. Uriffl the might of
ti i.dier I:1h. she had ne,er known
fear for herself. S. had never lia,1
a ",re in the world until she n.•1
1-tonrt Young. an imerrployed former
reitt: al etueLot. Within Ore wr.tke
:ley were rm.:aged. Then Stuart was
50 ested I e the moraer of a rialag
I r I "CrtattY" Kend-l. le Nora's
1.11 kin believed Stuert to 19.
eiti;t:, 1. it they had ni:to the.e.dir
on to Le a tenure hunter. interested
in Nora he' ,u.te • f tor wealth.
ra tr9ti.; S'uart's trial
't, a• he'd Leon 5th her on te ,jr
et aft t.'•.11 rand,/ W.I.-killed. But
even Slum!. and Candy
;•:;t the supposed time of the
Tie murder happen.,I pear
the it ma. run by Bert and
Pr.z .1 fitr:er. dleitent entltalflit of
(.7talheee young win. Frank.
r•rt'M and the • local drubgen.
ilonard tees: are Norma aunt. Olive
iti,! we:, 1 ad served /1.4 her joint
welt-Lon with Lawy-r "Finn- "Black
uptil Nora carTle are.
As the story monotone. llimn has
pre,mei Nor• iiso smart has been
it qui*.tell and will be at the inn in
f,v dinner. Cousin-Celarlea'
sivol•ti .3prearolIce startles Nora and
Aunt 0.1ve f•-d. it poitendip an ern-
baie:1-'.,1111: scene with Stuart. Charles
1,1,41,t1 Went Aarprit.•ri at news
u.st the IllttrdCf cane *is to be re-
vile: lied by polka.
CHAPTER 3
""-rntr. Yam come upstairs for a
1- Iny-down." Nora Pendleton's
. nurse -was a stout etrl who filled
slur crisp uniform to the bursting
point. She moved noiselessly on
rubtmr-soled shoes like a well-
olleeleinmersonal machine. Only
the eyes, which were small and.
discontented, and the , square
Jaw, which %ens inflexible and
ruthless, hinted at a personality -
behind the starched uniform.
Nora turtled without a worn"
and let Miss Garrison lead her
up- to the 'big bedroom on the
ECC(1214. floor of the inn, which she
had occupied every Oclober for
years.. She stood passively while
the nurse took off her blue earth-
gan :Mel blouse, skirt and shoes..
All Nora'a wardrobe was in vari-
Otis shades of blue.
The nurse handed her a wool
reface "Mrs. Rid Ile must have
taken that new velvet one," she
said.
"It dresn't matter," Nora said.
"Mt" to save money shed'wear
your Mottles fualryet blue isn't her
color," the nurse said tartly.
She settled Norm on the bed
and tucked an eiderdown quilt
over her. "Half frozen, that's
what you are. No sense at. all.
You meet °Mord LO catch another
cold, Miss Fenileteitt. Remember
what the doctor told you." •
"Dr. Porysdahl Is an Idiot,"
Nora reel rmeettently. NT the
clostor had told her that organic-
ally she was perfectly scamd. Her
trorthle was. peycheromatic.
"You mean," she &mantled
Metersindignetion. her hetiY .pon-
s leteri.'3,A.at I ani_inL,
this temperature?"
No, he hadn't meant that. Her
--M--mer-was real en-WO-a: (Ter ill-
ness was 'Pled enwerh. But they
bedyl
"I • -"
hel been let cliorn by Its ln-7,2-
r:ti,!e partner. The basts of her
illness was a troubled mind.
Anyone, Nora pointed out with
some bitterness, might he ex-
pected to have a troubled mind
trider the circurnstarie with
Stuart under arrest ciams murder
chasee. The doctor had agreed
but he had appeared to be dig-
s:at:seed.
In a few moments the nurse
r!:-.red a t:.v..wster.hottle romenst
the Entall icy feet anu ..Ora 14.
can to relax.
"Think you ran sleep?"
"Not now. I'm too excited. But
tonight I'll sleep." Nora looked
almost furtively at the nurse.
"And quietly."
It must, the nurse suggested.
have Men bad last night. The bed
had been torn up, the pillow's on
the floor again.
"Such horrible dreams," Nora
said with a shiver. "Sneh hor-
rible, horrible dreams. Sometimes
I think that I cull take it one
more night, that -F11 go crazy.
They're so real."
"I was meting worried niy-
self,".the nurse admitted. "The
strain has been too much for
you.".
Nora laid her hand on the
nurse's scrubbed one. In the mir-
ror the latter saw their reflee-
tione, the girl on the bed with the
fair hair and shadowed eyes, her
own robust figure and round face
with Its full cheeks. She was only
three years older than Nora hut
she looked ten years older, a fait
of which she was resentfully
aware.
"Carry," Nora said 'warmly, "I
don't heneve I could have kept
sane without you. I'll never be
ablo to find any adequate way of
expreesing my gratitude."
"Gratitude!" There was an odb
expression on Carrrsi face. She
drew her hand away. "Anything
you'd like? Sonic bouillon or a_
cup of tea to warm you up?"
Nora shook her head, smiled
and was suddcrily lovely. "I have
everything I want now, Garry.
Everything."
The nurse watched, surprised
as she always was, by the trans-
formation which NoraM smile
brought abmit. "I'm awfully glad
for you," she said. "I heard that
Mr. Young was acquitted. But it's
a crying shame you have to go
ti" meh the whole Investigation
e
" •
v• wouldn't, Nora twedze
le 7, bother her inlet. After all,
she had novo; seen the girl in her
life.
"Even dead. Candy 1.(''endriek Is
a troublemak?r," Gerry said bit-
terly. .
Nara_ atiffened. "WI:" didift
vrett ecr tell me you '
T:1•-• nurse gathered eee's
lIteeRA'91
that's all. • 'Paw her




wtole- I was wet•Mh:: at tl'.etthc•-
pital."
"Went was she like?'"
"A cheap little flirt Man ••••h",•.
never put the blame or. ar
man who get tangled umwiter .
Well, if you don't need re t
better see Mrs. Huger. Yoe: at".:
won't rernianter to tell her sh, s
got all these people to fsed and
make up beds for: the Oentlr. -4
ar.d their js....st, three: Mc. Young.e.
L. "And Fe-re" Nora said. "Malley
Black, He Oen be steysteret''.•
"Mr. Bin.;': eceee, to stay?"
Garry. sounded .so startle I that
Nora lifted her head from Use pil-
low to peer at her.
The nurse went Out, cloaine the
door behind her, arsd .Nors pulled
the quilt over her shoulders. Why,
was it essential for Finn to be on
hand when .the polies re-opened
the carte? Not on Stuart's -ac-
count. Stuart wes safm forever.
He coulthet be tried a btcond
time for the same crime.
The door opened. "The mall,"
"Garry. sied. "It netst have- been
in .your box all thy and we've
been too excited to look."
There was a, large oblong
envelope. addressed in bold writ-
ing to Miss Nora Peielletore Ap-
parently it bred been delivered by
hand as teem was no canceled
stamp. Nora slived.a finger urtel
der the gemmed mese and tore It
open. There was inehing inside
but a photograph. A photogrph
of an enchanting gir, with a
small, vivid face. her. head dung
back, laughing. Across the lower
right-hand corner were scrawled
the words, "Love from raely."
In the first moment of shock
Nora could not think clearly at
all. She was aware only that
something intoleraeler had hap-
pened. As though the girl had
risen from her grave to confront
her. With laughter.
The picture dropped from
nerveless fingers. Who could have
done this to her? At len.r-th she
picked up the piece of cardboard
and look long at the pictured
face.
This was Candy. When Nora
had ,Llipug'nt of hcr at •nll it had
been as the entire of her own
tragedy, of Stuart's tragely. It
had been as Garry had so biter rly
described her: a chew, little flirt,
troublemaker. Candy seemed
!Me that kind cif a name. nut she
Imen't been like that.
Nora stared at the picture of
the girl with the sunlit face. Who
•1 sent her the rectum? And
• .hy? Was it a reminderthat her
death errs =avenged? Was it
a warnipe? Xhat. wea its mean-
n;? There we'll.) enatver in the
face that laughed at her, no nn-
swer in -the ire:Kleine, "Love (rum
, Candy."
- (To be Continucd).
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK-
YARDS 1P - Livestock:
Hogs 11,500, active; b_gerows
and gills 25 .to 50 cents higher,
many at full advance sows un-
even; mostly steady to 25 cents
higher but some heavier weights
25 cents lower; bulk U. S. 1 to
3 .180 to -240 lbs 17.75 to 18.25.
top 18.75; sows U. S. 1 to 3 I
400 lb down 15.50 to 16.25.
Cattle 3.700. Calvet; 600. Active
and strong; spots 25 cents or
more h:gher; 'average choice 1,200
steers 2323  4o- 2450; been
good aahd choiee steers 22 to
22.75; good and choice heifers
and mixed. .yearlings 19.50 to
22; cows active and strong; utilityf
and commercial 13.50 to 15.50;
few 16; bulls firm;' utility and
commercial .14 to 16.50; avalers
$1 Rehm', higheeheice and prime
23 to 24 ,clioice 20 to 22. •
Sheep 1,000. Spring lambs
barely steady to Weak; gorA--an
choice 22 to 23.50; choice and
ptime 115 lb shown' lambs No.
1 pelts strong to 50 cents higher
at 22; cull to choice shorn ewes
steady at 3 to 6.
A SLOW BURN
DURHAM. England in -Thirty.
years ago a group of miners
at the Greensicie Lelliery we're
bre N't ing tea far undergrourem
The tiny burner the) were using
i
tipped over ani malted a Inc.
aleadrie, miners making' a per-
iodie.check of the area, reported
tiad firs 'finally had burnea out !
I 
• The ) 
It*
01e et the United Stale:-
1 nave doubled their annual con-
tributions for philanthropy in the' I
11.w decade, agiving an estimated I











TRAPPED UP THERE s
SMOKESTACK WORKER Wallace Kannlly perches (left1 atop 202.
Mat FIcpub!ic Steel smokestack in Cleveland, trapped there nearly
six hours after losing a rope attached to the tesun's chair in which
he rode to the top. Lower right: Kanaliy, 50, looks a bit tense
after rescue. Upper right: The gimmick that got him clown, a
baremn. Tire helium balloon was released inside the chimney. It
carried a cord up tO Kanally. With the cord. Kanally pulled up a
heavier cord. Then he threw the heavier cord to workmen on art
adjacent roof, 'and they attached a 'rape which Krinalty tied to the
adjacent roof,-and they attached a rescue (litter...:Z:..,:ta!)










AUNT AMIE JUST GRABBED
HEIR HAT AKP COAT AND TOOK
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FRIDAY-SATURDAY MAY 3-4 - TWO BIG HITS
PRIMMER
1:31: WAR 
HEY ALL YOU NIGHT OWLS!!
Plan now to attend our big LATE SHOW
SATURDAY - MAY 4th 1130 p.m.
"VALLEY OF THE HEADHUNTERS"
Ammisrtmommimimmiemositinc:immensoi
SUNDAY-MONDAY *FIRST RUN MURRAY*.
; • isi_DG r.AYyin . " "
I ;;ATEq •-ri-41' • •.* - IOC"
*. . rTirl'11 Ir.
Am.
66 1. ! ;.-Ar or. nf Wit AU ketri . .eaf6'
• liveterwteo. :treed Ateiert"
by Ernie Bushmiller








'AUNT ABBIE KNOWS EVERY
SOUL ial-CRABTREE CORNERS,






MY SON, LOSE YOUR
HEM) ON ZE -4"4•0DDEFe.'-
GUILLOTINE
•••••
.. WHEN SHE C.7.3 t4F.R MIND


































by Raahmarn Van Burge
_WAWA OUT/!
by Al Capp


















United Press Staff Correspondent
BARCELONA. Spain — Any
of you folks ever eat any octopus
boiled in its own ink' I thought
not. Neither have I. Furthermore.
I am beginning to believe there
isn't any such thing. • "
'In INV countries, now Por-
tugal and Spain — I have been
begging' for a dish of 'octopus
boiled in its own ink, a coal-
black Mess which was 'described
iine before I left home as a
gourmet's delight in the fishy
restaurants that abound on the
rim of the Mediterranean. -
as The ink — the stuff an octopus
in peril squiris out into The
water toifets its enemies smog--
bound,' or- maybe smink-bound
--is supposed to give the dish
a flavor all its own. I have eaten
seal and penguin (a blubbery
menace, if not prepared with
care) at Little America. and
have Placajgoistiswith stomach'
•• unscarred. so r-thought perhaps
- a nip or two of tentacle in
ink would be a reportial duty
Ink Eradicated
All the restaurants I ha,..
visited are fresh out. They hai. ,
octopus. but with the ink ero
cheated. Portugal has "polv•
-,--133133---octaptts---with rreee---in-
cidentally, it .also has "pescada".
a fish_ _Whose name _is also _an-
other word, the past tense .
the verb. ."to- fish" Hence, the
old Portdguese saying: -Pescada
is a, fish-- that is -fished before
It is fished."
In a • Spanish sea food restau-
rant. I asked hopefully for the
dish „I -am -wilting o sacrafice
myself for Ah, they said, we
know, the -clamres en su tinta"
—baby eretopus in its .own ink.
They were so sorry. Not tonight
Maybe I could get some in
Italy -when I go there, they
suggested. I'll try., But woh.,ut
hope.
Meanwhile, there is Baxcel•
to enjoy, • a lovely city v,
beautiful tree-lined avenues•
which there P a rugged battle
biting waged by the two colas.
Pepsi and Coca. There is music
dancing in the streets, and a
sweetheart of a hotel named
. the Avenida Palace. in which
our touring press group is stay- i
mg
My roam-has -a--phone in the 1'
bathlub.
A "Roaring" Conversation
This is an extension of the
phone beside the bed It is
mounted on the wall at the
rear (that is. non-faucet) end
of the tub As soon as I arrived.
I began taking a shower and
then realized my bag had not
been delivered I put down the
soap picked up the phone. and
balled a member of 'AM' party
to see if he were in the same
fix There was a r ,aring in
th(• phone as he answered.
Wnat's that noise"- I asked.
-My sh wer." he said -I'm in
Thi h.tel has such inspira-
ticios as a magnifying mirror
in the bathr 'rr. fr,r shaving or
cemping complete with
light - that illuminates our
but does niit y(dor eyes. It ,
has c,lored faucets, red for hot
and blue for cold. tij• keep s
from getting. confused. It 1-.a;
maids wh dash into your room
every time you leave. to straight-
en things up. and whisk away
any chance dust specks
Barcelona can shcw you the
spet wheret•PrIstopher Cialumbus
stepped off the first boat from
the new world, to rie-por .to The
queen. It also can show you
store windows with phonograph
records featuring such quaint
Spanish numbers as "Rock .A -
round the Clock" and !hien oOi
Spanish music master as Wing)-
Man .r..' and Lionel Hampton. I
like i*
SANTA'S LITTLE HELPER
- DALLAS Ti x IP —Dee Dee
Drabs coulon't underttand how
h( r eat persistently reappeared
ri the to.iis, after she had firm-
,j.• escorted it outside and barred
entrances Wednesday night
she stayed up• to find out. Re-
fers: I nir the ea" came sliding
a-flth( cr,:mnry
NO FALSE ALARM
MIAMI --A set of faiso
touched ii a- $4.000 fire at
laundr. and dry cleaning plan
early W. (-in. -day A plant' opera-
4or said to ,p,r* rubber figure
aids n'y ' wrre left in a '
r •,, r clothes during
the norIo, ano .sploded from the
, heat
HE SAW THE LIGHT!
KNOXVILLE, Tenn (IP —1
judge di:allowed Arthur I I•
WI's claim Vat a gre.i
• him 'lie right of yed
drive through apointerswibin
siert without ‘sti..spfping and was
otres.ted. Rut was fined $150
I drunkf(n driving after a
,iolice n testified there is no ,











TITP:  LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
3/ 29c
1 Gerber Strained FoodsCo.orsT rue to • 6610re 54,0,,. ap0661.,11
GERBER'S ORANGE JUICE
5 cans 49c
1 can for lc
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST JUICY
LEMONS EACH 1 C
Big Brother FROZEN ORANGE JUICE
reg. price CAN C
4 Cansreg. price151/2C .1 EXTRA 1CAN
GODCHAUX
SUGAR 10 LB BAG 95c
SUGAR CURED
S M 0-KED JOWLS
25,
LARGE — SLICED or BY-THE-PIECE
BOLOGNA5!2











KREY BONELESS • READY TO EAT
CANNED HAM 3 B $2.98 
GROUND Fr SH SEVIRAL TIMES DAILY
GROUND-BEEF 3i9tr

























AMERICAN ACE TEA BAGS
48
And You Get
Reg. Price 64c 16 Extra Bags lcForFor
PINTO BEANS
CUT GREEN BEANS



























1/2 GAL. At Regular Price
—AND GET —
79c






























. 15-oz. Can .
29c
BEEF HASH
. 15-oz. Can -
29c
AMERICAN ACE
COFFEE
1-Lb. Tin
89c
MUG FREE —
POPSRITE
POPCORN
WHITE. 1-Lb. Bag
19
STARK1ST
TUNA
GREEN LABEL
29c
BLUE RIBBON
TISSUE
4-ROLL PKG.
35c
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